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Chapter 1

State of the art of formal verification

1 In the past, the use of formal methods in practice seemed hopeless. The notations

were too obscure, the techniques did not scale, and the tool support was inadequate or too

hard to use. There were only a few non-trivial case studies and together they still were

not convincing enough to the practicing software or hardware engineer. Only recently a

new promising picture for the future of formal methods is looming up on the horizon. For

hardware verification, techniques like model checking and theorem proving are overcom-

ing the more traditional simulation-techniques. For software verification those techniques

are showing a great potential in the design verification but unfortunately for the code ver-

ification they are, at the moment, only applicable to restricted and mission-critical piece

of code, because of their complexity.

Specification is the process of describing a system and its desired properties. Formal

specification uses a language with a mathematically-defined syntax and semantics. The

kinds of system properties might include functional behavior, timing behavior, perfor-

mance characteristics, or internal structure. So far, specification has been most successful

for behavioral properties. The main benefit of writing down a specification is highly valu-

able: gaining a deeper understanding of the system being specified. It is through this spec-

ification process that developers uncover design flaws, inconsistencies, ambiguities, and

incompletenesses. A tangible by-product of this process, however, is an artifact, which

itself can be formally analyzed, e.g., checked to be internally consistent or used to de-

1have been partially taken from: [1, 21]
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CHAPTER 1. STATE OF THE ART OF FORMAL VERIFICATION

rive other properties of the specified system. The specification is a useful communication

device between customer and designer, between designer and implementor, and between

implementor and tester. It serves as a companion document to the system’s source code,

but at a higher level of description.

Two well-established approaches to verification are model checking and theorem

proving. They go one step beyond specification; these formal methods are used to an-

alyze a system for desired properties.

• Model checking is a technique that relies on building a finite model of a system and

checking that a desired property holds in that model. Roughly speaking the check

is performed as an exhaustive state space search which is guaranteed to terminate

since the model is finite. The technical challenge in model checking is in devising

algorithms and data structures that allow us to handle large search spaces. Model

checking has been used primarily in hardware and protocol verification; the cur-

rent trend is to apply this technique to analyzing specifications of software systems.

Model checking can be used to check partial specifications, and so it can provide

useful information about a system’s correctness even if the system has not been

completely specified. Above all, model checking’s is that it produces counterex-

amples, which usually represent subtle errors in design, and thus can be used to

aid in debugging. The main disadvantage of model checking is the state explosion

problem.

• Theorem proving is a technique where both the system and its desired properties are

expressed as formulas in some mathematical logic. This logic is given by a formal

system, which defines a set of axioms and a set of inference rules. Theorem prov-

ing is the process of finding a proof of a property from the axioms of the system.

Steps in the proof appeal to the axioms and rules, and possibly derived definitions

and intermediate lemmas. In contrast to model checking, theorem proving can deal

directly with infinite state spaces. It relies on techniques like structural induction to

prove over infinite domains. The theorem proving systems falls in two categories:

2



CHAPTER 1. STATE OF THE ART OF FORMAL VERIFICATION

full automatic theorem proving and interactive ones. The first deal only with predi-

cate logic and first order logic, the latter deal with more expressive logics like high

order logic and temporal logic. Interactive theorem provers, by definition, require

interaction with a human, so the theorem proving process is slow. In the process of

finding the proof, however, the human user often gains invaluable insight into the

system or the property being proved.

One of the most promising directions in method integration is in combining model

checking and theorem proving, ideally to benefit from the advantages of both approaches.

1.1 Chapter descriptions

Here follows a rapid description of the contents of the next chapters:

• in chapter 2 will be given a rapid overview of the OS’s types and a in-depth view of

the L4Ka o.s. structure.

• in chapter 3 will be given an overview of the hardware/software memory manage-

ment and will introduce the structure used in L4Ka to manage the mapping opera-

tions (called maptree).

• in chapter 4 will be given an implementation for some routines to handle the map-

tree and will be shown how their correctness has been proved.

• in chapter 5 will be shown the possible future directions of this verification work.

• in appendix A the full source code in PVS well be presented.

• in appendix B will be shown the proof steps necessary to validate the work.
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Chapter 2

OSes

1 An operating system is a program which drives the resources of the system and

provides the interface for applications programs that use the system.

Managing the hardware resources, is needed because various programs compete for

the attention of the central processing unit (CPU), demand memory, storage and in-

put/output (I/O) bandwidth for their own purposes. The operating system make sure that

each application gets the necessary resources.

Providing a consistent application interface, is necessary to hide the complexity and

the variety of the hardware to the software. A consistent application program interface

(API) allows a software developer to write an application on one computer and have a

high level of confidence that it will run on another computer of the same type, even if the

amount of memory or the quantity of storage is different on the two machines.

2.1 Classification by kernel architecture

Operating Systems can be written so that most services are moved outside the OS

core and implemented as processes. This OS core then becomes a lot smaller, and we

call it a kernel. When this kernel only provides the basic services, such as basic memory

management and multithreading, it is called a microkernel or even nanokernel for the

super-small ones. To stress the difference between the Unix-type of OS, the Unix-like

1this section (and its subsections) are taken from: http://tunes.org/vunios/oskernels.html
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CHAPTER 2. OSES

core is called a monolithic kernel. A monolithic kernel provides full process management,

device drivers, file systems, network access etc.

2.1.1 The OS without kernel

Not all operating systems have a "kernel" which is protected from user programs and

which manages the hardware and the user programs. Some operating systems, the early

ones, just provided some interface to the hardware programs could run on, but did not

protect themselves from these programs or did not offer to protect the programs from

each other.

2.1.2 OS with a kernel

This architecture evolved to an OS design with two rings: one ring running in system

mode, and a ring running in user mode. The kernel has full control over the hardware and

provides abstractions for the processes running in user mode. A process running in user

mode cannot access the hardware, and must use the abstractions provided by the kernel.

It can call certain services of the kernel by making "system calls" or kernel calls. The

kernel only offers the basic services. All others are provided by programs running in user

mode.

2.1.3 Monolithic kernels

The monolithic kernel offers everything the OS needs : processes, memory manage-

ment, multiprogramming, interprocess communication (IPC), device access, file systems,

network protocols, run-time adding and removal of services and whatever the OS should

implement.

The whole kernel runs in "privileged mode", a processor mode in which the software

has full control over the machine. The processes running on top of the kernel run in "user

mode", in which programs have only access to the kernel services.

5



CHAPTER 2. OSES

2.2 µ-kernel OS

2 L4 is an operating system microkernel (µ-kernel). That is, L4 by itself is not an

operating system (OS), but rather constitutes a minimal base on which a variety of com-

plete operating systems can be built. In this chapter we will summarise the main ideas

behind L4. The basic idea of a µ-kernel goes back to Brinch Hansen’s Nucleus [2] and

Hydra [3] and has been popularised by Mach [4]. The argument goes that by reduc-

ing the size of the kernel, the part of the operating system (OS) executing in privileged

mode, it becomes possible to build a system which is more secure and reliable (because

the trusted computing base is smaller) and easy to extend. A further advantage is that

a µ-kernel-based system can easily implement a number of different APIs (also called

OS personalities) without having to emulate one within the other. There was also hope

of improved efficiency, as operating systems tend to grow as new features are added, re-

sulting in an increase of the number of layers of software that need to be traversed when

asking for service. (An example is the addition of the VFS layer in UNIX for support-

ing NFS.) A microkernel based system, in contrast, would grow horizontally rather than

vertically: Adding new services means adding additional servers, without lengthening the

critical path of the most frequently used operations. However, performance of these first-

generation microkernels proved disappointing, with applications generally experiencing

a significant slowdown compared to a traditional ("monolithic") operating system [5].

Liedtke, however, has shown [7, 8, 9] that these performance problems are not inherent in

the microkernel concept and can be overcome by good design and implementation. L4 is

the constructive proof of this idea, as has been clearly demonstrated by Härtig et al. [6].

2.2.1 L4 design philosophy

The most fundamental task of an operating system is to provide secure sharing of

resources, in essence this is the only reason why there needs to be an operating system. A

µ-kernel has to be as small as possible. Hence, the main design criterion of the µ-kernel

2this section (and its subsections) are taken from: [17]
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is minimality with respect to security: A service (feature) should be included in the µ-

kernel if and only if it impossible to provide that service outside the kernel without loss

of security. The idea is that once we make things small (and do it well), performance will

look after itself. A strict application of this rule has some surprising consequences. For

example device drivers: Some device drivers access physical memory (e.g. DMA) and

can therefore break security. They need to be trusted. This, however, does not mean that

they need to be in the kernel. If they need not execute privileged instructions, and if the

kernel can provide sufficient protection to run them at user level, then this is what should

be done, and, consequently, this is what is done in L4.

2.2.2 L4 abstractions and mechanisms

Based on such reasoning Liedtke concludes that the µ-kernel needs to provide:

• address spaces because they are the basis of protection,

• threads because there needs to be an abstraction of program execution,

• inter-process communication (IPC) as there needs to be a way to transfer data be-

tween address spaces,

• unique identifiers (UIDs) for context-free addressing in IPC operations.

2.2.3 Address-space

An address-space contains all the data (other than hardware registers) which are di-

rectly accessible by a thread. An address space is a set of mappings from virtual to phys-

ical memory (which is partial in the sense that many mappings are undefined, making the

corresponding virtual memory inaccessible). Address spaces in L4 can be recursively con-

structed: A thread can map parts of its address space into another thread’s address space

(provided the receiver cooperates) and thereby share the data mapped by that region of the

address space. Mappings can be revoked at any time, so the mapper retains full control.

Alternatively, virtual address space can be granted to a different address space. In this

7



CHAPTER 2. OSES

case the granter relinquishes all control over the data mapped by that part of the address

space and no longer has a valid mapping for that address space region. The granter can-

not revoke a grant. The grantee, in contrast, inherits full control over the granted address

space (unless the grant was read-only, in which case write access is lost.) Note that while

a grant is irreversible, the granter has, in general, received the address space (directly or

indirectly) via mapping, and an address space at the beginning of the mapping chain can

still revoke the mapping. Mapping and granting are implemented as operations on page

tables, without copying any actual data. Mapping and granting is achieved as a side effect

of IPC operations and specified by the means of flex pages. This is not accidental: For

security reasons mapping requires an agreement between sender and receiver, and thus

requires IPC anyway. The concept of a task is essentially equivalent to that of an address

space. In L4, a task is the set of threads sharing an address space. Creating a new task

creates an address space with one running thread. Strictly speaking the number of tasks

is a constant. There are two kinds of tasks: active and inactive ones. When we say that

a task is created we mean that an inactive task is activated. Inactive tasks are essentially

capabilities (task creation rights). This is important, as a thread can only create a task if

it already owns the task ID to use. Inactive tasks can be donated to other tasks. There

is a hierarchy of tasks, with parents having some limited control over their children. The

main purpose of this is to control (IPC-based) information flow between address spaces.

It has nothing to do with process hierarchies a particular L4-based “OS personality” may

implement. Such a hierarchy is under full control of the particular “OS personality”.

2.2.4 Inter-Process Communication

Message-passing IPC is the heart of L4. The µ-kernel provides a total of seven system

calls (IPC being one of them), which provide some very rudimentary OS functionality.

Everything else must be built on top, implemented by server threads, which communicate

with their clients via IPC. IPC is used to pass data by value (i.e., the µ-kernel copies the

data between two address spaces) or by reference (using mapping or granting). IPC is

8



CHAPTER 2. OSES

also used for synchronisation (as it is blocking, so each successful IPC operation results

in a rendez-vouz), wakeup-calls (as timeouts can be specified), pager invocation (the µ-

kernel converts a page fault into an IPC to a user-level pager), exception handling (the

µ-kernel converts an exception fault into an IPC to a user-level exception handler), and

interrupt handling (the µ-kernel converts an interrupt fault into an IPC to a user-level

interrupt-handler from a pseudo-thread). Device control is registered via IPC (although

actual device access is memory mapped).

2.2.5 Threads

A thread is the basic execution abstraction. A thread has an address space (shared

with the other threads belonging to the same task), a UID, a register set (including an

instruction pointer and a stack pointer), a page fault handler (pager), and an exception

handler. IPC operations are addressed to threads (via their UIDs). Threads are extremely

light-weight and cheap to create, destroy, start and stop. The lightweight thread concept,

together with very fast IPC, is the key to the efficiency of L4 and OS personalities built

on top.

2.2.6 Clans and chiefs

Clans and chiefs are L4’s basic mechanism enabling the implementation of arbitrary

security policies [10]. They allow controlling IPC and thus information flow. The ba-

sic idea is simple: A task’s creator is that task’s chief, all tasks (directly) created by a

particular chief constitute that chief’s clan. Threads can directly send IPC only to other

threads in the same clan, or to their chief. If a message is sent to a thread outside the clan

containing the sender, that message is instead delivered to the sender’s chief (who may or

may not forward the message).

9



CHAPTER 2. OSES

2.2.7 UID

A UID of a thread is that of its task plus the number of the thread within the task

(called lthread or local thread number). The UID of a task consists of the task num-

ber, some fields describing its place in the task hierarchy, and a version number. Both,

tasks and threads are limited (on L4/MIPS there are 2048 tasks and within each task 128

threads). This means that tasks (or address spaces) and threads must be recycled. The

µ-kernel ensures uniqueness of task IDs by incrementing the version number whenever

a task number is reused. As far as threads are concerned, the L4 view is that threads do

not die as long as their task exists, they can only be blocked (waiting for IPC which will

never arrive). This avoids the issue of lthread uniqueness. Obviously, both thread and

task numbers are insufficient for a real multi-user operating system. This means that an

OS personality will in general need to map its own task and thread abstraction onto L4’s.

How this is done is up to the OS personality, L4 only provides the tools.

2.2.8 Resource allocation

As said earlier, the classical job of the OS is resource allocation. In a µ-kernel-

based system, this is left to the OS personality, the µ-kernel only provides the tools, and

enforces security. L4’s view of resources is simple: Each resource is allocated on a first-

come-first-served basis. This is by no means a free-for-all: The servers implementing OS

personalities are started at boot time by the µ-kernel. As they are the first running tasks,

they have the chance to allocate all resources to themselves before any "user" tasks exist.

(As most resources are claimed via IPC the clans & chiefs mechanism would anyway

prevent direct access to resources by tasks which are not top-level.) Initial servers must

be contained in the L4 boot image, and must be identified as to be started up by L4.
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Chapter 3

Memory management

3.1 Memory Addressing in Hardware

1When dealing with 80x86 microprocessors, we have to distinguish three kinds of

addresses:

• Logical address

Included in the machine language instructions to specify the address of an operand

or of an instruction. This type of address embodies the well-known 80x86 seg-

mented architecture that forces MS-DOS and Windows programmers to divide their

programs into segments. Each logical address consists of a segment and an offset

(or displacement) that denotes the distance from the start of the segment to the

actual address.

• Linear address (also known as virtual address)

A single 32-bit unsigned integer that can be used to address up to 4 GB, that is,

up to 232 memory cells. Linear addresses are usually represented in hexadecimal

notation; their values range from 0x00000000 to 0xffffffff.

• Physical address

Used to address memory cells in memory chips. They correspond to the electri-

cal signals sent along the address pins of the microprocessor to the memory bus.

1the entire section (and its subsections) have been taken from: [16]
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Physical addresses are represented as 32-bit unsigned integers.

The CPU control unit transforms a logical address into a linear address by means of

a hardware circuit called a “segmentation unit”; successively, a second hardware circuit

called a “paging unit” transforms the linear address into a physical address.

3.1.1 Segmentation in Hardware

Starting with the 80386 model, Intel microprocessors perform address translation in

two different ways called real mode and protected mode. Real mode exists mostly to

maintain processor compatibility with older models and to allow the operating system to

bootstrap. In protected mode a logical address consists of two parts: a segment identifier

and an offset that specifies the relative address within the segment. The segment identifier

is a 16-bit field called the Segment Selector, while the offset is a 32-bit field.

To make it easy to retrieve segment selectors quickly, the processor provides segmen-

tation registers whose only purpose is to hold Segment Selectors; these registers are called

cs, ss, ds, es, fs, and gs. Although there are only six of them, a program can reuse the

same segmentation register for different purposes by saving its content in memory and

then restoring it later.

Three of the six segmentation registers have specific purposes:

• cs

The code segment register, which points to a segment containing program instruc-

tions (it includes a 2-bit field that specifies the Current Privilege Level (CPL) of the

CPU. The value 0 denotes the highest privilege level, while the value 3 denotes the

lowest one. Linux uses only levels 0 and 3, which are respectively called Kernel

Mode and User Mode.)

• ss

The stack segment register, which points to a segment containing the current pro-

gram stack

12
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• ds

The data segment register, which points to a segment containing static and external

data

The remaining three segmentation registers are general purpose and may refer to ar-

bitrary data segments.

Segmentation has been included in 80x86 microprocessors to encourage program-

mers to split their applications into logically related entities, such as subroutines or global

and local data areas. However, L4ka o.s. uses segmentation in a very limited way. In fact,

segmentation and paging are somewhat redundant since both can be used to separate the

physical address spaces of processes: segmentation can assign a different linear address

space to each process, while paging can map the same linear address space into differ-

ent physical address spaces. L4ka o.s. prefers paging to segmentation for the following

reasons:

• Memory management is simpler when all processes use the same segment register

values; that is, when they share the same set of linear addresses.

• One of the design objectives of L4ka o.s. is portability to a wide range of architec-

tures; RISC architectures in particular have limited support for segmentation.

The L4ka o.s. uses segmentation only when required by the Intel 80x86 architecture.

In particular, all processes use the same logical addresses, so the total number of segments

to be defined is quite limited and it is possible to store all Segment Descriptors in the

Global Descriptor Table.

Here are the segments defined:

• A kernel Code segment, with an associated linear address from 0 to 232 − 1, with

read-execute privileges, and kernel privileges.

• A kernel Data segment, with an associated linear address from 0 to 232 − 1, with

read-write privileges, and kernel privileges.

13
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• A user Code segment, with an associated linear address from 0 to 232 − 1, with

read-execute privileges, and user privileges.

• A user Data segment, with an associated linear address from 0 to 232 − 1, with

read-write privileges, and user privileges.

3.1.2 Paging in Hardware

The paging unit translates linear addresses into physical ones. It checks the requested

access type against the access rights of the linear address. If the memory access is not

valid, it generates a Page Fault exception.

For the sake of efficiency, linear addresses are grouped in fixed-length intervals called

pages; contiguous linear addresses within a page are mapped into contiguous physical

addresses. In this way, the kernel can specify the physical address and the access rights

of a page instead of those of all the linear addresses included in it. Following the usual

convention, we shall use the term "page" to refer both to a set of linear addresses and to

the data contained in this group of addresses.

The paging unit thinks of all RAM as partitioned into fixed-length page frames. The

data structures that map linear to physical addresses are called page tables; they are stored

in main memory and must be properly initialized by the kernel before enabling the paging

unit (fig.3.1).

3.2 Address space in Software

2The µ-kernel, the mandatory layer common to all subsystems, has to hide the hard-

ware concept of address spaces, since otherwise, implementing protection would be im-

possible. The µ-kernel concept of address spaces must permit the implementation of

arbitrary protection (and non-protection) schemes on top of the µ-kernel. It should be

simple and similar to the hardware concept.

2partially taken from: [17]
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Figure 3.1: Paging by Intel 80x86 processor

The basic idea is to support recursive construction of address spaces outside the ker-

nel. By magic, there is one address space σ0 which essentially represents the physical

memory and is controlled by the first subsystem σ0. At system start time, all other ad-

dress spaces are empty. For constructing and maintaining further address spaces on top

of σ0, the µ-kernel provides three operations:

• Grant

The owner of a physical address space (i.e. a process which can access this address

space) can grant any of its pages to another space, provided the recipient agrees.

The granted page is removed from the granter’s (virtual) address space and included

into the grantee’s address space.

• Map

The owner of an physical address space can map any of its pages into another ad-

dress space, provided the recipient agrees. Afterwords, the page can be accessed

in both address spaces. In contrast to granting, the page is not removed from the

mapper (virtual) address space.

• Flush

The owner of an physical address space can flush any of its pages. The flushed
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CHAPTER 3. MEMORY MANAGEMENT

page remains accessible in the flusher address space, but is removed from all other

address spaces which had received the page directly or indirectly from the flusher.

Although explicit consent of the affected address-space owners is not required, the

operation is safe, since it is restricted to own pages. The owners of these pages

already agreed to accept a potential flushing, when they received the pages by map-

ping or granting.

Those information are stored in a dynamically allocated structure called maptree [see.

3.3] and in the CPU page-ables. This structure is maintained by 5 functions: mdb_init,

mdb_find_mnode, mdb_lookup_map, mdb_map and flush_map. Only the first

four of them will be covered in this work.

Given that the two processes collaborate, the mapping operation is performed using

the function mdb_map, whose declaration is here presented:

void mdb_map(physical_addr, page_size, number_of_pages,
mapper_uid, mapper_virtual_addr,
mappee_uid, mappee_virtual_addr)

As effect of this function, the memory page identified by the tuple “physical_addr,

page_size, number_of_pages”, which should be mapped in the mapper (virtual) address

“mapper_virtual_addr”, will be mapped in the mappee (virtual) address “mappee_virtual_addr”.

The size of the pages are tightly linked on the particular architecture of the CPU

for which the o.s. is compiled. This study relies on the intel-cpu so, if not explicitly

mentioned, it is assumed that the target architecture will be an intel processor Pentium

or superior. Such processors can handle 3 page sizes : 4 Gigabytes, 4 Megabytes and 4

Kilobytes respectively.
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3.3 The maptree structure

The maptree contains (for all the memory regions supported by the hardware)3 infor-

mation about which process has access to which physical page and under which virtual

address the physical page is mapped in the process address space. Reading the maptree

is also possible to determine which memory regions are physically shared among by pro-

cesses. For each process the same physical page can be, also, mapped under different

virtual addresses.

The syntactical structure is a tree. It is possible to distinguish three types of nodes:

mnode, rnode and dualnode.

• The rnode defines a memory region, it holds its page-size. Its position in the tree

unequivocally identifies a physical memory address.

• The dualnode precedes the page splittings, it points to an array of rnodes, each of

them, describes the smaller chunks. In such way the starting 4 Gb address space is

divided in 1024 4 Mb pages and, subsequently, can be divided in 1024 4 Kb pages.

• The mnode, instead, holds the information about the process owning the page spec-

ified in the previous rnode.

During the boot-strap the memory is treated as one big page of 4 Gb of propriety of

the process σ0 (the o.s. process) and the maptree is depicted in fig.3.2.

It consist of an rnode (which has a page size of 4 Gb , the entire addressable space)

which is followed by an mnode whose owner is the o.s. itself. So after the bootstrap the

o.s. owns all the addressable space. The mnode is than followed by a dualnode, which

introduces the splitting of the physical addresses in chunks of 4 Mb each; this points to an

array of 1024 rnodes (also called “mpagetable”, or in the L4ka o.s. syntax “frame table”),

each one will point to a chunk of 4 Mb . Such part of the maptree will never change

during the execution of the o.s.. Moreover, those nodes will remain unique because of

some rules that will be shown in sec. 3.5)
3in the 80x86 CPU family are allowed 4 Gb , 4 Mb , 4 Kb memory chunks
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<<rnode>>
grnode

+pgsize = 4Gb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32

<<mnode>>
gmnode

+pgdir = sigma0_UID
+next_type = root
+depth = 0
+offset = 0
+next_map

<<dualnode>>
gdualnode

+map: mnode* = NULL
+root: rnode*
+num_occupied = ?
+num_invalid = ?

<<rnode>>
mrnode 0

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

Mrn
0^32

<<rnode>>
1

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

0^32+10^22

<<rnode>>
2

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = root

0^32+100^22

<<rnode>>
...

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

frame_table
Mpt

sigma0_rnode
Kspace_rnode

sigma0_mnode

sigma0_dualnode

Figure 3.2: maptree after the bootstrap (the addresses are written in hexadecimal)

After initialization, the processes in the σ0’clan will obtain4 by the the o.s. for some 4

Kb or 4 Mb pages and as result new mnodes will be created and attached to the respective

rnode of the “mpagetable”.

In the fig. 3.3 is depicted the result of many “mapping operations”; for example:

1. the process p3 maps a region of 4 Mb starting from the physical address5 〈032〉

(obviously such mapping has been mapped by the process σ0)

2. the process p1 has obtained its mapping from the process p3 (directly, using maps,

or indirectly, using grants)

3. the process p4 has obtained by the process p2 the first 4 Kb of the whole 4 Mb

page starting from the address 〈1022〉

4. and so on...

Given that the mappee agrees, the result of a mapping operation is:

• the insertion of a mnode, in the case that a suitable splitting is found

• the insertion of a dualnode and an mnode otherwise.

and other operations involved in the manteinance of the CPU page tables.

The effects of those manipulation of the maptree are represented in fig. 3.3:

4Please refer to the L4Ka documentation [17, 25].
5the following notation identifies the value of a bit vector
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<<rnode>>
grnode

+pgsize = 4Gb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32

<<mnode>>
gmnode

+pgdir = sigma0_UID
+next_type = root
+depth = 0
+offset = 0
+next_map

<<dualnode>>
mdualnode

+map: mnode* = NULL
+root: rnode*
+num_occupied = ?
+num_invalid = ?

<<rnode>>
mrnode 0

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

Mrn
0^32

<<rnode>>
1

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

0^32+10^22

<<rnode>>
2

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = root

0^32+100^22

<<rnode>>
...

+pgsize = 4mb
+maptree
+next_type = map 

<<mnode>>
mmnode

+pgdir = p3
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

<<mnode>>
mmnode

+pgdir = p2
+next_type = root
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Mmn

<<dualnode>>
kdualnode

+map: mnode*
+root: rnode*
+num_occupied = ?
+num_invalid = ?

Mdn

<<rnode>>
krnode 0

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

Krn
0^32+10^22

<<rnode>>
...

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

<<mnode>>
kmnode

+pgdir = p4
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Kmn

<<mnode>>
mmnode

+pgdir = p1
+next_type = map
+depth = 1
+offset
+next_map

frame_table
Mpt

<<dualnode>>
<kdualnode>

+map: mnode*
+root: rnode*
+num_occupied = ?
+num_invalid = ?

<<rnode>>
krnode 0

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+100^22

<<rnode>>
1

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+100^22+10^12

<<rnode>>
2

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+100^22+100^12

<<rnode>>
...

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

<<mnode>>
kmnode

+pgdir = p5
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Convetions:
1. map points to mnode
2. root points to rnode

<<mnode>>
mmnode

+pgdir = p6
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Mmn

<<rnode>>
1

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+10^22+10^12

31 ... 22  , 21 ... 12  , 11 ... 0
4mb splits , 4kb splits , pages

1. map from sigma0 to P3

2. map from p3 to p1

5. map from sigma0 to p2
3. map from p2 to p4

4. map from p2 to p6

6. map from sigma0 to p5

<<dualnode>>
kdualnode

+map: mnode*
+root: rnode*
+num_occupied = ?
+num_invalid = ?

Mdn

<<rnode>>
krnode 0

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

Krn
0^32+10^22

<<rnode>>
...

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

<<mnode>>
kmnode

+pgdir = p8
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Kmn

<<mnode>>
mmnode

+pgdir = p7
+next_type = map
+depth = 0
+offset
+next_map

Mmn

<<rnode>>
1

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+10^22+10^12
8. map from p6 to p8

7. map from p6 to p7

<<rnode>>
2

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+10^22+100^12

<<rnode>>
2

+pgsize = 4kb
+maptree
+next_type = map

0^32+10^22+100^12

sigma0_rnode
Kspace_rnode

physical memory addressing

sigma0_mnode

sigma0_dualnode
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• the process p5 asks (see footnote 4) for a 4 Kb page starting on the physical ad-

dress 〈10022〉 to the process σ0. The o.s. (not finding a suitable splitting) inserts

dualnode- kpagetable pair after the second rnode of the mpagetable and than links

the newly created the process 5 mnode to the first rnode of the new kpagetable.

• when the process p7 asks (see footnote 4) to map the physical address 〈1022〉 to the

process p6 the suitable page splitting is found so the new created process 7 mnode

is appended after the dualnode.

3.4 The maptree specification

The most important step in the verification is the specification. The specification

should be complete enough to show all the properties of the structure and should not

introduce ambiguity and incoherences. This specification uses a pure mathematical syntax

and has been verified against incoherences by the PVS program.

The specification has the goal:

• to define the way to construct a maptree (or equivalently which sets of nodes have

to be considered correct maptree and which not)

• to express all the property of the nodes that form the maptree

Moreover, in this structure, some property comes from the contents of the node itself,

some other come from the contents of the nodes that precede the analyzed one. In other

words, the position of a node in the structure of the maptree encapsulates important in-

formation about that node. For example if an mnode is positioned after other mnodes it

means that its process has received (in a direct or indirect way) the mapping from one of

the previous processes.

Those two goals have been accomplished given the definition of the syntax and the

semantic of the maptree.
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3.5 The maptree syntax

In the C source code the nodes are of three types: mnode, dualnode and rnode. In the

specification ,however, we define nine types of nodes to reveal the additional properties

that a node has in virtue of its position in the tree.

The grammar of the maptree used in the specification is hereby defined:

maptree ::= grnode

grnode ::= gmnode

gmnode ::= mdualnode

mdualnode ::= mrnode · · ·mrnode︸ ︷︷ ︸
1024 times

mrnode ::= mmnode | kdualnode | null

mmnode ::= mmnode | kdualnode | null

kdualnode ::= kpagetable | krnode · · · krnode︸ ︷︷ ︸
1024 times

mmnode

krnode ::= kmnode | null

Every maptree has a fixed part (the head of the maptree), which is created by the

initialization procedure, consisting of a grnode followed by a gmnode, followed by an

mdualnode (where the “g”, “m”, “k” attributes that prefix the names of the nodes stand for

“giga”, “mega”, “kilo” respectively). The relation “point to” (also named “next relation”)

between nodes is depicted with the → symbol in the specification. The initial maptree

can be so described:

R ∈ grnode,M ∈ gmnode,D ∈ mdualnode

R → M → D

The mdualnode is linked to 1024 mrnode,and the kdualnode to 1024 krnode and one
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mnode. The notation Dn is used to identify the k-th rnode linked to the dualnode and the

notation D → K is used to identify the mnode linked to the dualnode.

When referring to a generic node (in the specification), whose size is not important in

the context, we will talk of mnode, rnode and dualnode.

In the source code the nodes are structures, whose fields are used to store information

e.g. the UID of the process that owns the mnode. In the specification each node is tagged

(labelled) with those information: will write M.pgdir to refer to the content of the label

“pgdir” of the node M. The most important labels are “pgdir” (for the mnodes) and

“pgsize” (for the rnodes). The first indicate the owner of the page to which the mnode

refers, the latter the size of the page referred by the rnode.

The maptree defined in the code can be directly translated in the maptree defined in

the specification using the following rules:

• the rnode in the code can be grnode, mrnode or krnode depending on the contents

of their “pgsize” field (which holds the enumeration-type constants “G,M,k”):

Let R be an rnode in the “code sense”

R ∈ grnode ⇐⇒ R.pgsize = G

R ∈ mrnode ⇐⇒ R.pgsize = M

R ∈ krnode ⇐⇒ R.pgsize = k

• the mnodes in the code can be gmnode, mmnode or kmnode dipending of their

position in the maptree:

let M be an mnode. It is considered an gmnode (an mmnode, a kmnode) in the

maptree syntax, if the first rnode we find going up the tree is a grnode (an mrnode, a

krnode). Since there is only one grnode in the whole maptree, the formal definition

for gmnode is very simple:
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M∈ gmnode ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ grnode : K → M

We give below, in a recursive manner, the definition for mmnode and kmnode:

e.g. M is considered a mmnode, if it is directly preceded by an mrnode or another

mmnode.

M∈ mmnode ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ mrnode ∪ mmnode : K → M

M∈ kmnode ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ krnode ∪ kmnode : K → M

• the dualnode in the code can be mdualnode, kdualnode dipending of their position

in the maptree:

e.g. D is considered a mdualnode, if it is directly preceded by an gmnode or a

grnode.

D ∈ mdualnode ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ gmnode ∪ grnode : K → D

D ∈ kdualnode ⇐⇒ ∃K ∈ gmnode ∪ grnode : K → D

Fig. 3.3 shows for every node the code syntax (enclosed in “« »”) and the specification

syntax (written in bold).

In the source code the links between nodes are implemented using “void*” pointers

and to identify the type of the successor there is a field called “next_type”. The correct

interpretation of the next fiels is shown here:
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mnode next_map
−−→

{
mnode | null : next_type = map
dualnode : next_type= root

rnode next_map
−−→

{
mnode | null : next_type = map
dualnode : next_type= root

dualnode

{
root−→
map
−→

root [i<1024]
mnode|null

During the execution of the o.s.

• the “C code maptree” should be always conform to a “specification maptree”

• the pointed node should always match the type defined by the ‘next_type” field

• should not be introduced loops in the maptree

• ...

much of the properties, we are interested in, can be directly verified using the “specifi-

cation maptree” shown above. But for some pointer related properties, this specification

does not suffice; for this reason, in the next chapter, will be introduced an enriched version

of the specification maptree.

3.6 The maptree properties

The most important position related properties of a node are:

• the address of the physical memory location to which it refers

• the page size of the memory region accessible by the node

To correctly define those properties, two predicates are used: path_to and strict_path_to.

The path_to predicate reveals the existence of a path (in the maptree) that starts from

the node N and reaches a node M. We see below, that if it is true the node M maps a

portion of memory mapped by N or it maps the same memory. The definition is recursive,

because of the structure of the tree.
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M,N ∈ node

path_to(M,N ) = true

⇐⇒






M → N : M ∈ mnode
M → N : M ∈ rnode
M → N ∨ ∃i : Mi → N : M ∈ dualnode

∨
∃K ∈ node : path_to(M,K) ∧ path_to(K,N )

The second predicate says that the the node N can be reached by M, traversing the

tree in such a way that the page-size dimension is preserved (not entering in the splits):

M,N ∈ node

strict_path_to(M,N ) = true

⇐⇒





M → N : M ∈ mnode
M → N : M ∈ rnode
M → N : M ∈ dualnode

∨
∃K ∈ node : strict_path_to(M,K) ∧ strict_path_to(K,N )

A process p can map a 4 Mb page at the address 〈addr〉 if it owns the whole 4 Gb

address space, or it owns the proper 4 Mb page. The only process allowed to access the

whole 4 Gb address space is the σ0 process (the o.s. itself) while all the other process

can at most own 4 Mb page chunks. So all the other processes can be found traversing

the 4 Mb page split introduced by the (unique) mdualnode. Which we denote “D̃” from

now on. As sawn before, 1024 rnodes follows D̃. In fact there are 1024 not overlapping

4 Mb pages in 4 Gb of memory. The address of each page is 4 Mb aligned, which means

that has the last 22 bit set to zeros. Thus, mx := 〈addr[31 : 22]〉 is the index of the

4 Mb (of the mpagetable) containing the address “addr”. The sub-tree that starts form

the 〈addr[31 : 22]〉-th rnode in the mpagetable should be followed to check the mnodes

which point to the address 〈addr[31 : 0]〉 of memory.

That’s what the “can_map_m” predicate expresses:
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p ∈ N , addr ∈ {0, 1}32, mx := 〈addr[31 : 22]〉

can_map_m(p, addr) = true

⇐⇒ p = σ0
∨

∃M ∈ mmnode : M.pgdir = p
∧

strict_path_to(D̃
mx

,M)

A process p can map a 4 Kb page at the address 〈addr〉 if it owns the whole 4 Gb

address space, or it owns the proper 4 Mb page, or it owns the proper 4 Kb page. To check

for a process that can handle a 4 Kb page-frame containing the address 〈addr[31 : 0]〉,

two page-splits should be traversed: the (unique) mpagetable allocated by the o.s. itself

and one of the many kpagetable allocated subsequently during the mapping operations.

The process starts entering in the mpagetable and following the 〈addr[31 : 22]〉-th rnode

until whether a kdualnode or the mmnode that can map a 4 Mb page which contains the

desidered 4 Kb page is found; if a kdualnode is found there are two possibility:

• entering in the split, selecting the correct krnode in the following kpagetable and

traversing the resulting sub-tree, which degenerates in a linked-list because of the

impossibility to have successive split (in the 80x86 architecture are not allowed

smaller frame granularities).

• not entering in the first split and looking for a subsequent node.

Just like the mpagetable, the kpagetable is composed of 1024 krnode, each of them point-

ing to not overlapping 4 Kb pages in 4 Mb of memory. The address of each page is 4

Kb aligned, which means that has the last 12 bit set to zeros. So to check the mnodes that

point to the 〈addr[21 : 0]〉 sub-page of memory, it should be followed the sub-tree that

starts form the kx := 〈addr[21 : 12]〉-th rnode in the kpagetable.

Those concepts are expressed by the “can_map_k” property.
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p ∈ N , addr ∈ {0, 1}32, mx := 〈addr[31 : 22]〉, kx := 〈addr[21 : 12]〉

can_map_k(p, addr) = true

⇐⇒ p = σ0
∨

can_map_m(p, addr)
∨

∃M ∈ mmnode,D ∈ kdualnode : M.pgdir = p
∧

path_to(D̃
mx

,D)
∧

path_to(Dkx,M)

In the semantic of the mapping operations (see 4.11) those predicates are used in

order to check that the mappee owns the memory frame which is going to map.
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The verification

The source code of the L4Ka/Hazelnut RC1 responsible of performing the memory

mapping operations is held in four files:

• kernel/include/mapping.h

• kernel/src/mapping.c

• kernel/include/x86/mapping.h

• kernel/src/x86/mapping.c

It contains the definition of five big functions:

• mdb_init

• mdb_find_mnode

• mdb_lookup_map

• mdb_map

• mdb_flush

and many helper macros/in line functions.

In this thesis, the behavior of the first three big functions will be modelled, will be

formalized and will proved the correctness of the proposed implementation.
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The synthesizing process consist of reading the code and writing down the implemen-

tation of the those function in a high-level order logic mathematics way. For each function

is also formalized it’s specification, the expected behavior of the function itself. In other

words: the specification expresses “what the function should do” whereas and the im-

plementation expresses “how the function acts”. In the specification is used an algebraic

notation, such that : “the function retrieves the element in the set of mnode belonging to

the tree such that ....” whereas in the implementation there is a direct translation from

imperative-language C into the high-level order logic mathematics language.

In the proof process it is verified that the implementation satisfies the specification

and that the modifications to the maptree does not violate it’s syntax, moreover other

properties such like the the absence of loops in the links are proved to be preserved in the

generated tree. The proofs are checked with the PVS system for correctness.

4.1 PVS

1PVS is a verification system: an interactive environment for writing formal spec-

ifications and checking formal proofs. It builds on nearly 20 years experience at SRI

in building verification systems, and on substantial experience with other systems. The

distinguishing feature of PVS is its synergistic integration of an expressive specification

language and powerful theorem-proving capabilities. PVS has been applied successfully

to large and difficult applications in both academic and industrial settings.

PVS provides an expressive specification language that augments classical higher-

order logic with a sophisticated type system containing predicate subtypes and dependent

types, and with parameterized theories and a mechanism for defining abstract data types

such as lists and trees. The standard PVS types include numbers (reals, rationals, inte-

gers, naturals, and the ordinals), records, tuples, arrays, functions, sets, sequences, lists,

and trees, etc. The combination of features in the PVS type-system is very convenient

for specification, but it makes typechecking undecidable. The PVS typechecker copes

1this section has been literally taken from: [18]
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with this undecidability by generating proof obligations for the PVS theorem prover. This

liberation from purely algorithmic typechecking allows PVS to provide relatively simple

solutions to issues that are considered difficult in some other systems (for example, ac-

commodating partial functions such as division within a logic of total functions), and it

allows PVS to enforce very strong checks on consistency and other properties (such as

preservation of invariants) in an entirely uniform manner.

PVS has a interactive theorem prover/proof checker. The basic deductive steps in PVS

are large compared with many other systems: there are atomic commands for induction,

quantifier reasoning, automatic conditional rewriting, simplification using arithmetic and

equality decision procedures and typeinformation, and propositional simplification using

binary decision diagrams. The PVS proof checker manages the proof construction process

by prompting the user for a suitable command for a given subgoal. The execution of the

given command can either generate further subgoals or complete a subgoal and move

the control over to the next subgoal in a proof. User-defined proof strategies can be

used to enhance the automation in the proof checker. Model-checking capabilities used

for automatically verifying temporal properties of finite-state systems have recently been

integrated into PVS. PVS’s automation suffices to prove many straightforward results

automatically; for hard proofs, the automation takes care of the details and frees the user

to concentrate on directing the key steps.

PVS is implemented in Common Lisp–with ancillary functions provided in C, Tcl/TK,

and LATEX–and uses GNU Emacs for its interface.

PVS has been used at SRI to undertake proofs of difficult fault-tolerant algorithms

[12, 11, 13], to verify the microcode for selected instructions of a complex, pipelined,

commercial microprocessor having 500,000 transistors where seeded and unseeded er-

rors were found, to provide an embedding for the Duration Calculus (an interval temporal

logic [15]), and for several other applications. Analyzing Specifications Using PVS using

a formal notation does not ensure that specifications will be correct: writing a correct

formal specification is no easier than writing a correct program or a correct description in
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English. Specifications (especially requirements specifications, where there is no higher-

level specification against which they can be verified) need to be validated against infor-

mal expectations. This is generally done by human review and inspection (which can be

very formalized processes), but with formal specifications it is possible to do more.

The distinctive feature of formal specifications is that they support formal deduction:

it is possible to reduce certain questions about a formal specification to a process that

resembles calculation and that can be checked by others or by machine. Thus, reviews and

inspections can be supplemented by analysis of formal specifications, and those analysis

can be mechanically checked.

In order to conduct mechanized analysis, it is necessary to support a specification lan-

guage with powerful tools including, primarily, a theorem prover. The needs of efficient

theorem proving drive specification language design in slightly different directions than

for unmechanized notations such as Z, but the presence of mechanization also creates new

linguistic opportunities (such as allowing typechecking to use theorem proving) that can

enhance the clarity and precision of specifications.

PVS is a verification system: a specification language tightly integrated with a pow-

erful theorem prover and other tools.

4.2 Searching for mnodes

The first two analyzed routines perform a search in the maptree, they search for the

mnode of a given process that point to some pages with a given length at one given ad-

dress. The result is the pointer of the mnode which contains the process information or

0, in the case that such mnode is not present. Such searches are performed browsing the

linked nodes until the desired mnode is found or a page-split is found. In the latter sit-

uation the split can be skipped and the searches continue traversing the list of big-size

elements or the split is traversed choosing the right sublist of the 1024 possible. The deci-

sion of which sublist should be traversed is made using some bits taken from the physical

memory address.
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Once a path is defined in the tree the search algorithm performs just a search in a

linked list. That’s why the starting point of the verification is the formulation of a valid

algorithm for searching in linked list.

4.3 The Linked Lists

A specification on what a linked list is, is needed.

A linked list is a tuple of three element:

• len ∈ {x ∈ N|x < MAX} the number of elements plus 1.

• mem : {x ∈ N|x < MAX} → T the memory

• next : {x ∈ N|x < len} → {x ∈ N|x < len} the function which gives the next

element in the list. next(0) is the address of the first element in the list.

The lists are described like a tuple ( length, memory, next ) where the length is actu-

ally the first address of memory not occupied by data. The memory exceeding length is

supposed to be free. All the memory before is supposed to be occupied by some data and

is not usable for the insertion. Since in the piece of code that should be analyzed there is

no need for the deletion algorithm, this assumption is not a limit. Moreover to implement

the deletion algorithm in a standard way only two changes are needed: the next function

should be changed to act on a noncontiguous subset of {x ∈ N|x < MAX} and should

be slightly changed the loop-free property.

“mem” is an array of an undefined type T that goes from 0 to MAX-1; MAX has been

addend to constrain the list to a maximum size.

“next” is a function that returns the address of the successive element, given an ad-

dress of memory less than length (if it exists), otherwise it returns zero to indicate that

the element has no a successor. So the address zero, does not contain a data of the list, it

is simply used to indicate a null pointer (like the usual notation in C programming). The

next(0) returns the address of the first data of the list. So the list start from next(0) then
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goes to next(next(0)) and than to next(next(next(0))) until the result of the external next is

null.

Then some operators applicable to the linked lists should be described:

Let L the set of the lists, L ∈ L and NL = {x ∈ N|x < L .len}

• nth(L ) : NL → NL returns the pointer to the nth element in the list

• Nth(L ): NL → T returns the nth element in the list

• orderlist : L → L returns an array-like version of the original list

• found?: T→ B is the found predicate in the searches

• member(L ): T → B is true if the element is in the list

The nth(..) operator that takes a list and a index and returns the element in position

index-th recursively using the next function. The nth operator hides the complexity of the

pointer-links and allow the list to be treated as an array. One important consideration on

the liveness of the nth(..) operation should be pointed out: nth(..) accepts indexes below

length, so even in the case that there are loops inside the list, the obtained array is a finite

portion of the infinite looping-list. Here follows the definition of the nth(..) operator,

written in the PVS specification language:

H
nth(l: list, n: below(l‘len)) : RECURSIVE below(l‘len)

=
IF n=0 THEN 0
ELSE l‘next(nth(l,n-1)) ENDIF
MEASURE n

Nth(l: list, n: below(l‘len)) : N
= l‘mem(nth(l,n))

Some properties of the lists:
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• nth bijective (in NL ) ⇒ the list contains no loops

• L is ordered ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ NL : next(i) ∈ {i + 1, 0}

One important observation is that: the construction of the operator nth allows to per-

form tests against loops-in-the-list in a simple way, so that can be easily expressed the

liveness of the search algorithm.

A special type of list is the array-like-list (obtained with the “orderlist” function),

whose element in position “i” points to the element in position “i+1”. The correctness

of a routine which orders (in this sense) the list is defined an proved. The array-like-list

has nice properties which are used to simplify the proof of the correctness of the insertion

algorithm.

4.4 Searching in linked lists

The implementation of the search is a definition that abstracts the typical routines

for the linked lists. It takes as input the list and one integer value and searches for the

element which satisfies the “found?” predicate starting from the position specified by “i”

and returns the index of such element in the lists. It’s definition follows:

H
find_imp(l:(une?),i:below(l‘len)): RECURSIVE below(l‘len) =

IF found?(Nth(l,i))
THEN i
ELSIF i+1<l‘len
THEN find_imp(l,i+1)
ELSE 0 ENDIF

MEASURE l‘len-i

It takes as input a list for which holds the “une?” predicate: this predicate states that

the element to be searched for is unique or absent in the list and the list is not empty. Such

predicate is needed in order to show the correctness of the search routine: in fact, the
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specification says that the implementation should find the element (for which “found?”

holds) in the set of the members of the list, but if this is not unique the search routine will

find only the first one. For completeness the definition of “une?” is reported below.

H
uniqueness?(l: list) : bool =

FORALL (j : below(l‘len)):
LET set = LAMBDA (i:subrange(j,l‘len-1)): found?(Nth(l,i)) IN

(nonempty?(set) AND singleton?(set)) OR empty?(set)

une?(l: list) : bool =
uniqueness?(l) AND l‘len > 1

The specification of this function states that the function should find the element

contained in the set of all the members in the list whose position greater then or equal to

“i” and for which the find predicate holds, otherwise it returns 0.

H
find_spc(l:(une?),i:below(l‘len)) : below(l‘len) =

LET set = LAMBDA (k:subrange(i,l‘len-1)): found?(Nth(l,k)) IN
IF (nonempty?(set) AND singleton?(set))
THEN the(set)
ELSE 0 ENDIF

The correctness proof is expressed by the following lemma.

H
find_wrks2 : SUBLEMMA

FORALL (l:(une?),i :below(l‘len)) :
find_imp(l,i) = find_spc(l,i)

The search algorithm needed in the memory mapping routines should output the ad-

dress of the found element (not it’s position in the list) and has to start the search from the
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first element of the list. Here is it’s correctness lemma:

H
find_wrks3 : LEMMA

FORALL (l:(une?)) :
nth(l,find_imp(l,1)) = nth(l,find_spc(l,1))

4.5 Inserting elements in linked lists

The implementation of the insertion is a definition that abstracts the typical routines

for the linked lists. It takes as input the list one integer value and a new element of T and

inserts the new element after the element whose pointer is specified by the integer input.

It’s definition follows:

H
insert_after_spec(l:list, i:below(l‘len), x): list

= IF l‘len+1 < MAX
THEN l WITH [ len:= l‘len+1,

mem := l‘mem WITH [(l‘len)|->x],
next:= l‘next WITH [(l‘len)|->l‘next(i), (i)|->l‘len] ]

ELSE l
ENDIF

The specification of the behavior of this function states that it should return a new list

which has all the element of the one in input and has the new element (located after the

element pointed by “i”).

Those are the lemmas which prove the correctness of the insertion algorithm:

H
insert_wrks: LEMMA

FORALL (l:(ordered?),i,j:below(l‘len)) : l‘len+1 < MAX
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IMPLIES
member(insert_after_spec(l,i,x),Nth(l,j))

insert_wrks2: LEMMA
FORALL (l:(ordered?),i,j:below(l‘len)) : l‘len+1 < MAX

IMPLIES
member(insert_after_spec(l,i,x),x)

Other (proved) lemmas that shows stronger properties of the insertion algorithm can

be seen in appendix.

The proofs of those lemmas rely on the proofs of seven helper theorems and for

readability is written in the appendix.

4.6 The complete syntax of the maptree

In the following sections we will introduce the PVS version of the maptree:

• we start defining the nodes, along with the necessary labels. Those labels are the

same defined in the C code.

• we will define the tree as a list of nodes.

• we will introduce some “consistency predicates” which hold if the maptree corre-

sponds to the one described in sec.3.5

The “point to” relationship (also called “next” relationship) between nodes is depicted

with the → symbol in the following specifications. When necessary a text on the arrow is

written to specify the name of the pointer used in the indirection (e.g. M map
−→N holds if

and only if the C code comparison “&n == m.map” holds, where M is a structure with

a pointer field called “map”)
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grnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

gmnode : true
mdualnode : false

gmnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

gmnode : false
mdualnode : true

mrnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

mmnode | null : next_type = map
kdualnode : next_type= root

mmnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

mmnode | null : next_type = map
kdualnode : next_type= root

kmnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

mmnode : true
: false

krnode →

{
next_map
−−→
next_root
−−→

kmnode : true
: false

mdualnode

{
map
−→
root [i<1024]
−−−−→

mmnode
mrnode

kdualnode

{
map
−→
root [i<1024]
−−−−→

mmnode
krnode

This specification enrich the one presented in sec. 3.5.

The following is the specification written down in PVS syntax.

There is a predicate that states that the valid addresses are integer lower than 232

followed by the definition of the structure that defines the mnode, rnode and dualnode.

The C code uses slightly different mnode and dualnode structure, as can be sees from fig.

3.3: it uses a unique pointer called next_map in the mnode and a pointer called maptree

in the rnode; those pointers are declared as “void*”, so that they can point do any of the

other types. In PVS all the definitions are strictly type-checked and for this reason have

been declared two different pointers: one that points to mnode and one which points to

dualnode.

H
types: THEORY
BEGIN

IMPORTING bitvectors@top

address?(a: nat) : bool = IF (a < exp2(32)) THEN true ELSE false ENDIF
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next_type_t: TYPE+ = {map, root}

pgsize_t: TYPE+ = {k, m, G}

mnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

pgdir: nat,
next_type: next_type_t,
depth: nat,
offset: nat,
next_map: nat,
next_root: nat

#]

rnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

pgsize: pgsize_t,
next_map: nat,
next_root: nat,
next_type: next_type_t

#]

dualnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

map: nat,
root: [ below(exp2(10)) -> nat ],
num_occupied: below(exp2(10)),
num_invalid: below(exp2(10))

#]
END types

The nodes of the maptree are of four types : mnode, rnode, dualnode, null and are

there three variants of mnode, three variants of rnode, two of dualnode (see sec. 3.5).

H
node: DATATYPE WITH SUBTYPES mnode, rnode, dualnode, null
BEGIN

IMPORTING types

kmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : kmnode? :mnode

mmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : mmnode? :mnode

gmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : gmnode? :mnode
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grnode ( §: rnode_t ) : grnode? :rnode

mrnode ( §: rnode_t ) : mrnode? :rnode

krnode ( §: rnode_t ) : krnode? :rnode

mdualnode ( §: dualnode_t ) : mdualnode? :dualnode

kdualnode ( §: dualnode_t ) : kdualnode? :dualnode

null : null? :null

End node

This specification defines also the “§” accessor, this function takes as input a K ∈

nodes \ null and returns its inner structure.

The specification of maptree is needed; it consists of a tuple of two elements:

• max ∈ N the number of elements

• list : N → node the memory

Like in the linked lists specification: max is actually the first address of memory not

occupied by data. The memory exceeding length is supposed to be free. All the memory

before is supposed to be occupied by some data and it’s not usable for the insertion. Since

in the piece of code that should be analyzed there is no need for the deletion algorithm,

this assumption is not a limit. Moreover to implement the deletion algorithm in a standard

way only two changes are needed: the next function should be changed to act on a non-

contiguous subset of {x ∈ N|x < MAX} and should be slightly changed the loop-free

property.

Memory is an array of an undefined mapping between N and node. The memory in

this context is unlimited, but in the specification of the insertion algorithm this simplifi-

cation is removed.
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H
base

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING node

maptree_t: TYPE =
[#

max: posnat,
list: [ below(max) -> node ]

#]

END base

As can be easily observed this definition is similar to the definition of the list.

For the complete definition of the inner structure of the maptree is essential to con-

strain the pointer values, and the pointed nodes. The pointer constraint ensure for exam-

ple that a pointer will not point outside to the area of allocated memory, and, in the case

that the “next_type” is “root”, they assure than the pointer “next_map” should be zero.

The first constraint and the constraint for the pointed nodes are expressed by the “page-

size__consistent?” predicate. The second one is expressed by the “next_type__consistent?”

predicate.

H
next_type__consistent?( tree: maptree_t): bool =

FORALL (n: below(tree‘max)):
CASES tree‘list(n) OF

gmnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),
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mmnode(§n): ... % the other cases are similar to the previous,
kmnode(§n): ... % and can be seen in appendix
...

mdualnode(§n): TRUE,
kdualnode(§n): TRUE,
null: TRUE

ENDCASES

H
pagesize__consistent?( tree: maptree_t): bool =

FORALL (n: below(tree‘max)):
CASES tree‘list(n) OF

gmnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> mdualnode?
% next_map -> null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
mdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)),

mmnode(§n): ... % the other cases are similar to the previous,
% and can be seen in appendix

...

null: TRUE

ENDCASES

All the property of the maptree are summarized in the predicate “maptree?”. A struc-

ture “maptree_t” which satisfies the “maptree?” predicate is correct instance of a maptree

(it follows the semantic described in sec. 3.5 and respect the consistency rules).
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H
maptree?( tree: maptree_t): bool =

pagesize__consistent?(tree) AND
next_type__consistent?(tree) AND
tree‘max>=1028 AND

% 1028 is the length of the fixed part of the maptree
null?(tree‘list(0)) AND
grnode?(tree‘list(1)) AND
gmnode?(tree‘list(2)) AND
mdualnode?(tree‘list(3)) AND
FORALL (i:subrange(4,1027)): mrnode?(tree‘list(i))

4.7 The complete properties of the maptree

Here follows the PVS version of the maptree properties, presented in sec. 3.6.

The path_to predicate isdefined recursively and the measure function is obviously

maximized by the number of allocated elements. So exists a path_to between two ele-

ments of the tree if and only if “path_to(tree, m, n, tree‘max)” is true.

H
path_to (

tree : maptree_t,
m : nat,
n : nat,

recurse_step: nat)
: RECURSIVE bool =

(
IF (recurse_step>0) AND

(m < tree‘max) AND
(n < tree‘max)

THEN
IF m=n
THEN true
ELSE
CASES tree‘list(m) OF

gmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,
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mmnode(§m): ... % the other cases are similar to the previous,
% and can be seen in appendix

null: FALSE

ENDCASES
ENDIF
ELSE FALSE
ENDIF

) MEASURE recurse_step

The “strict_path_ to” predicate is similar to the previous one, and can be found in the

appendix.

The “can_map_M” predicates follows (the 4 Kb predicate is reported in appendix):

H
can_map_M( tree: (maptree?),

addr: (address?),
pgsize: pgsize_t,
puid: nat)

: bool =
(

EXISTS (m : below(tree‘max)):
mmnode?(tree‘list(m)) AND
§(tree‘list(m))‘pgdir = puid AND
strict_path_to(

tree,
§(tree‘list(3))‘root(get_mpage(addr)),
m,
tree‘max)

) OR puid=0
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4.8 mdb_init

The mdb_init function is called during the start-up of the o.s., it is responsible of

initialize the maptree creating the fixed part (see fig.3.2. It’s implementation is straight-

forward:

H
init_mdb: maptree_t =

(# max:=1028,
list:= (LAMBDA (i:below(1028)):

COND
i=0 -> null,
i=1 -> grnode ((#

pgsize:= G,
next_map:= 2,
next_root:= 0,
next_type:= map

#)),
i=2 -> gmnode ((#

pgdir:= 0,
next_type:= root,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= 0,
next_root:= 3

#)),
i=3 -> mdualnode((#

map:= 0,
num_occupied:= 0,
num_invalid:= 0,
root:= (LAMBDA (i:below(exp2(10))): i+4)

#)),
i>3 AND i<1028 -> mrnode((#

pgsize:= m,
next_map:= 0,
next_root:= 0,
next_type:= map
#))

ENDCOND)
#)

The correctness proof proves that the function generates a maptree whose elements

are correctly linked.
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H
init_mdb_is_map_tree: LEMMA
maptree?(init_mdb)

The proof is completed automatically discharged by the PVS system after the prover

command “(grind)” which rewrites the definitions and iterates obvious simplifications.
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4.9 mdb_find_mnode

It’s one of the two search functions. It looks for an mnode owned by the process

pgdir having a desired offset, following the mnode µ0 and having its same “pgsize”.

If the desired node is found it returns its pointer (i.e. its position in memory) otherwise

it returns 0. The behavior of this function has been shaped only in the case that the last

argument is “null”, that’s the way this function is called in the analyzed piece of code.

The specification is:

LET µ0 ∈ nodes, pgdir ∈ N, offset ∈ {0, 1}32

IF ∃K ∈ mnode :
strict_path_to(µ0,K)∧
K.pgdir = pgdir ∧ K.offset = offset

THEN mdb_find_mnode(µ0, pgdir, offse, null)= K

OTHERWISE mdb_find_mnode(µ0, pgdir, offse, null)= 0

The implementation is performed in three steps:

• the definition of the “found?” predicate. It is used to determine if the current node

is the searched one. This node (if present) is supposed to be unique in the tree.

• the definition of a proper maptree traversing functions. It’s role is to define the

path that should be followed when traversing the tree looking for the element (ie.

determine which split should be taken and which rnode among the 1024 should be

traversed). As can be observed in the specification, this path should preserve the

“strict_path_to” relationship between the chosen elements.

• the application of the list-search-algorithm on the path traced by the traversing func-

tion.
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4.9.1 The “found?_fun”

The found predicate is easily specified, and needs no verification:

H
found?_fun(puid,offset: nat)(x: node): bool=

( gmnode?(x) OR
mmnode?(x) OR
kmnode?(x)

) AND (
§(x)‘pgdir=puid AND
§(x)‘offset=offset

)

4.9.2 The next_fun

The implementation of the path traversing function called “next_fun”. It takes a map-

tree, a starting point “m0”, a node “m” and returns a pointer to the next node that should

be searched for.

H
next_fun
(

tree:(maptree?),
m0: below(tree‘max)

)
(

m:below(tree‘max)
)
:below(tree‘max) =

IF (m=0) THEN m0 ELSE
CASES tree‘list(m) OF

gmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

kmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,
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grnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mrnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

krnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mdualnode(§m): §m‘map,

kdualnode(§m): §m‘map,

null: 0

ENDCASES
ENDIF

The first verification step assures the correctness of the next_fun, i.e. the nodes in the

chosen path are linked by the that the “strict_path_to” relationship. The claim follows.

H
invariant_next_fun : LEMMA

FORALL (tree:(maptree?),n,i:below(tree‘max)) :
NOT null?(tree‘list(n)) AND (n/=0 OR i=0)

IMPLIES strict_path_to(tree,n,next_fun(tree,i)(n),tree‘max)

4.9.3 The implementation and specification

The specification and the implementation of the mdb_find_function can be directly

derived from the find function for the lists. The correctness of the former implies the

correctness for the latter, and the TCCs, auto generated by PVS and by hand proved,

provide the way to check the proper instantiation of the theories of the linked lists (the

TCC are not shown here for a matter of readability, but have been included in appendix).

The specification says that the function retrieves, among the elements in the set of nodes
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reached by the next_fun, the node for which found?_fun holds , given that it exists and it’s

unique, otherwise it returns 0. The helper function t2l is defined: it takes a tree and returns

a list with the same length of the tree and the MAX constant is set to tree‘max+2. The

exact value given to MAX is not relevant, the only restriction is that it should be greater

than the length of the list.

H
t2l(tree:(maptree?),m0: below(tree‘max)): list[tree‘max+2,node] =

(#
len:= tree‘max,
mem:= tree‘list WITH [(tree‘max) |-> null, (tree‘max+1) |-> null],
next:=next_fun(tree,m0)

#)

mdb_find_mnode_imp
(tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)):nat =

IF une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)]
(t2l(tree,m0))

THEN find_imp[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)]
(t2l(tree,m0),0)

ELSE 0
ENDIF

mdb_find_mnode_spc
(tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)):nat =

IF une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)]
(t2l(tree,m0))

THEN find_spc[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)]
(t2l(tree,m0),0)

ELSE 0
ENDIF

the correctness lemma is hereby presented .

H
mdb_find_mnode_wrks: FACT

FORALL (tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)) :
une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0))

IMPLIES
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mdb_find_mnode_imp(tree,puid,offset,m0)
= mdb_find_mnode_spc(tree,puid,offset,m0)
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4.10 mdb_lookup_map

This functions is also a search routine. It takes in input a stating node, a process UID,

a pagesize, a physical address, the offset and returns as output the mnode that maps the

given memory page. The behavior of this function has been shaped only in the case that

the fourth argument is “1”, that’s the way this function is called in the analyzed piece of

code.

LET µ0 ∈ mnodes, pgdir ∈ N , paddr, vaddr ∈ {0, 1}32, pgsize ∈ {M, k}

IF ∃K ∈ mnode :
M.pgdir = pgdir∧
M.pgsize ≥ pgsize∧
M.offset = paddr − vaddr∧
can_map_m(M, paddr) IF pgsize = M ∧
can_map_k(M, paddr) IF pgsize = k ∧
pto(µ0,M)

THEN mdb_lookup_map(µ0, pgdir, pgsize, 1, paddr, vaddr) = M

OTHERWISE mdb_lookup_map(µ0, pgdir, pgsize, 1, paddr, vaddr) = 0

The statement “M.pgsize ≥ pgsize” is not defined between enumeration-types but

its meaning should be clear.

The C function returns also another pointer called “prev”; it’s not included in the

specification because it is not used in the part of the analyzed program.

The steps followed to verify this subroutine are the same traversed in the previous

section.

4.10.1 next_fun definition

Defining a next function is slightly more complex, because of the necessity to choose

in which 4 Kb split eventually enter. As can bee seen, there is no starting point because
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this function is used to traverse the tree starting from the head.

H
next_fun
( tree: (maptree?),

puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?))

(n: below(tree‘max))
: below(tree‘max) =

CASES tree‘list(n) OF

kdualnode(§n):

IF pgsize = m THEN §n‘map
ELSIF

EXISTS (j: below(tree‘max)):
strict_path_to(
tree,
§n‘root(get_kpage(paddr)),
j,
tree‘max

) AND found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)(tree‘list(j))
THEN §n‘root(get_kpage(paddr))
ELSE §n‘map
ENDIF,

... % the other cases are similar to the previous,
% and can be seen in appendix

null: 0

ENDCASES

the invariant that has been proved checks that the path_to property is preserved among

the chosen elements.

H
invariant_next_fun: LEMMA

FORALL
( tree: (maptree?),

puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
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paddr: (address?),
n: below(tree‘max)

):
NOT null?(tree‘list(n))

IMPLIES
path_to(

tree,
n,
next_fun(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)(n),
tree‘max

)

4.10.2 The “found?_fun”

The found predicate is easily specified, and needs no verification:

H
found?_fun
( puid, offset: nat,

pgsize: pgsize_t)
( x: node)
: bool =

( gmnode?(x) OR
mmnode?(x) AND
(pgsize = k OR pgsize = m) AND
kmnode?(x) AND pgsize = k

) AND
(§(x)‘pgdir = puid AND §(x)‘offset = offset)

4.10.3 The implementation and specification

As in the previous case the specification and the implementation are derived from the

ones of the linked lists.

H
t2l(...) % as before.
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mdb_lookup_map_imp
(

tree: (maptree?),
puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

): nat =
IF une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]

(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

THEN find_imp[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr), 0)

ELSE 0
ENDIF

mdb_lookup_map_spc
(

tree: (maptree?), puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

): nat =
IF une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]

(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

THEN find_spc[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr), 0)

ELSE 0
ENDIF

the lemma to prove is hereby written .

H
mdb_lookup_map_wrks: FACT
FORALL
(

tree: (maptree?),
puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

):
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une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

IMPLIES
mdb_find_mnode_imp(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)
= mdb_find_mnode_spc(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)
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4.11 mdb_map

The last routine is the one used to insert nodes in the tree. It’s verification is not

complete: the verified part consists only in the insertion of mnodes. The “insert_after”

takes as input a maptree, a process UID, and a pointer to a node and returns in output a

new maptree. It performs the insertion after the element “K” (which address in memory

is “k”) only if there is enough space left in the memory, if the previous is an kdualnode,

an mnode or an mrnode (those restrictions are necessary to maintain the integrity of the

tree structure) and if it does not belong to the fixed part of the tree. Here follows its

specification:

LET T ∈ maptree,
pgdir ∈ N, offset ∈ {0, 1}32

K = T .list(k)
K → K′

µ+ ∈ mnodes, µ+.pgdir = topgdir ∧ µ+.offset = paddr − tovaddr

IF T .max + 1 < MAX∧
T .list(k) ∈ mnodes

⋃
kdualnodes

⋃
mrnodes

THEN T ∗ = insert_mmnode_after(T , pgdir, k)∧
T ∗ is a maptree∧
T ∗ = T ∪ µ∗∧
K → µ∗ (in T ∗) ∧
µ∗ → K′ (in T ∗) ∧

OTHERWISE insert_mmnode_after(T , pgdir, k) = T

The insertion is done altering the successor of “k”, adding an mnode in memory

and linking the new added node to the old successor of “k”. Those steps reflect the one

presented in the insertion algorithm of the linked lists; since the latter algorithm is proved

to be correct and not to generate loops (under the hypothesis that the old tree does not

contain loops) the former is also correct.
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H
insert_mmnode_after
( tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1) )

: maptree_t =
IF tree‘max+1 < MAX THEN CASES tree‘list(k) OF
kdualnode(§k) :
tree WITH [ max := tree‘max+1,

list:=tree‘list WITH [
(tree‘max) |-> mmnode(

(#
pgdir:=pgdir_,
next_type:= map,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= §k‘map,
next_root:= 0

#)),
(k) |-> kdualnode(

(#
map:=tree‘max,
root:=§k‘root,
num_occupied:=0,
num_invalid:=0

#))
]

],
mmnode(§k) : ... % the other cases are similar to the previous,

% and can be seen in appendix

H
inv_1 : LEMMA

FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :
next_type__consistent?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k))

H
inv_3 : lemma

FORALL(tree:(maptree?),pgdir_:nat,k:subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)
,i:below(tree‘max)) :

i/=k IMPLIES
insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k)‘list(i)=tree‘list(i)
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inv_litt_1_1: LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND kdualnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_1_2: LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND mmnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_1_3: LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND mrnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_2_0 : LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k,n: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND k/=n IMPLIES
insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k)‘list(n) = tree‘list(n)

The lemmas that follows state the the consistency of the generated tree.
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What’s next

This work has shown the possibility to check implementations of imperative-language

functions against correctness: not only straight recursive function but also relatively com-

plex ones consisting of back-trace routines. The implementation, developed in this work,

is not meant to be “the exact representation” of the original C function, but deriving a C

function from the proposed implementation is possible. This is, obviously, not the same

of giving a correctness of the source code as-is, but is one essential step to shape correctly

a source code. Future work will be needed to “directly translate” the C code in a high

order logic theory. This would require:

• defining a specification of the C language; such work is not trivial because of the

“non defined” behavior of many legal C statements (eg. referencing a previously

deleted pointer). Currently it is a topic of study in the project “veriOS” at the chair

of Prof. Paul.

• claiming the correctness of a C compiler; this is, at the moment a field of research

of Prof. T. Nipkow (TU München) and Prof. B.Finkbeine (Saarland Universität).

• a complete verification of a cpu is needed; fortunately, this big goal has been already

reached by the research staff of Prof. Paul.

The researches are showing up a concrete possibility to build, in the next four years,

the first fully verified hardware-software architecture.
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Pvs listings

H
%
% time predicates like last_pred_before
%

negative_induction[a:nat, b:upfrom(a)]: THEORY
BEGIN

negative_subrange_induction_helper : LEMMA
FORALL (p : PRED[subrange(a,b)]):
(p(b) AND (FORALL (j:subrange(a,b-1)): p(j+1) IMPLIES p(j)))

IMPLIES (FORALL (i:upto(b-a)): p(b-i));

negative_subrange_induction : LEMMA
FORALL (p : PRED[subrange(a,b)]):
(p(b) AND (FORALL (j:subrange(a,b-1)): p(j+1) IMPLIES p(j)))

IMPLIES (FORALL (i:subrange(a,b)): p(i));

END negative_induction

H
%
% the_list
%

the_list [ MAX: nat,
N : TYPE
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]
: THEORY

BEGIN

list : TYPE =[# len: below(MAX),
mem: [below(MAX) -> N],
next :[below(len)->below(len)]

#]

nth(l: list, n: below(l‘len)) : RECURSIVE below(l‘len)
=

IF n=0 THEN 0
ELSE l‘next(nth(l,n-1)) ENDIF
MEASURE n

Nth(l: list, n: below(l‘len)) : N
= l‘mem(nth(l,n))

next_nth : lemma % proved
FORALL (l:list, i:below(l‘len-1)):

l‘next(nth(l,i))=nth(l,i+1)

member(l: list, x: N) : bool
= IF EXISTS (i:below(l‘len)) : Nth(l,i) = x

THEN true
ELSE false
ENDIF

liveness_1(l: list) : bool =
LET arry = LAMBDA (i:below(l‘len)): nth(l,i) IN

bijective?[below(l‘len),below(l‘len)](arry)

liveness_2(l: list) : bool =
FORALL (i,j:below(l‘len)) : i/=j

IMPLIES nth(l,i) /= nth(l,j)

complete_search : LEMMA % not proved
FORALL (l:list) :

liveness_1(l) AND liveness_2(l) IMPLIES
FORALL (j:below(l‘len)) : (EXISTS (k:below(l‘len)) : l‘mem(j)=Nth(l,k))

list2array(l: list, frm: below(l‘len), to: below(l‘len))
: [subrange(frm, to)->N]

= lambda(i:subrange(frm, to)):Nth(l,i)
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% that’s not a strict assumption because every list can be
% transformed in a ordered one since the nth operator is bijective
% and dosn´t contain looping-nodes "liveness_1"

ordered?(l:list): bool = FORALL (i:below(l‘len)) :
l‘next(i) = COND i<l‘len-1 -> i+1, i=l‘len-1 -> 0 ENDCOND

nth_eq_i: LEMMA % proved
FORALL (l:(ordered?),i:below(l‘len)) : nth(l,i) = i

order_list(l:list): (ordered?) =
(#

len:=l‘len,
mem:=LAMBDA (i:below(MAX)) : COND

i<l‘len -> Nth(l,i),
i>=l‘len -> l‘mem(i)
ENDCOND,

next:=LAMBDA (i:below(l‘len)) :
COND i<l‘len-1 -> i+1, i=l‘len-1 -> 0 ENDCOND

#)

ordered_list_eq_list: LEMMA %proved
FORALL (l:list,i:below(l‘len)) : l‘len>1

IMPLIES Nth(l,i)=Nth(order_list(l),i)

ord_list1 : JUDGEMENT (ordered?) SUBTYPE_OF (liveness_1)
ord_list2 : JUDGEMENT (ordered?) SUBTYPE_OF (liveness_2)

END the_list

H
types: THEORY
BEGIN

IMPORTING bitvectors@top

address?(a: nat) : bool = IF (a < exp2(32)) THEN true ELSE false ENDIF

next_type_t: TYPE+ = {map, root}%, invalid, p_invalid}
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pgsize_t: TYPE+ = {k, m, G}

mnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

pgdir: nat,
next_type: next_type_t,
depth: nat,
offset: nat,
next_map: nat,
next_root: nat

#]

rnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

pgsize: pgsize_t,
next_map: nat,
next_root: nat,
next_type: next_type_t

#]

dualnode_t: TYPE+ =
[#

map: nat,
root: [ below(exp2(10)) -> nat ],
num_occupied: below(exp2(10)),
num_invalid: below(exp2(10))

#]

END types

H
node: DATATYPE WITH SUBTYPES mnode, rnode, dualnode, null
BEGIN

IMPORTING types

kmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : kmnode? :mnode

mmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : mmnode? :mnode

gmnode ( §: mnode_t ) : gmnode? :mnode

grnode ( §: rnode_t ) : grnode? :rnode

mrnode ( §: rnode_t ) : mrnode? :rnode
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krnode ( §: rnode_t ) : krnode? :rnode

mdualnode ( §: dualnode_t ) : mdualnode? :dualnode

kdualnode ( §: dualnode_t ) : kdualnode? :dualnode

null : null? :null

End node

H
base

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING node

maptree_t: TYPE =
[#

max: posnat,
list: [ below(max) -> node ]

#]

END base

H
bittools

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING bitvectors@top
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get_mpage(addr: below(exp2(32))) : below(exp2(10))
= bv2nat(nat2bv(addr)^(32-1, 22))

get_kpage(addr: below(exp2(32))) : below(exp2(10))
= bv2nat(nat2bv(addr)^(22-1, 12))

exp2_1024: LEMMA exp2(10)=1024

END bittools

H
consistency: THEORY
BEGIN

IMPORTING bittools, base

empty_tree: maptree_t =
(#

max:=1,
list:= (LAMBDA (i:below(1)): null)

#)

%
%
% next_type__consistent?
%

next_type__consistent?( tree: maptree_t): bool =
FORALL (n: below(tree‘max)):

CASES tree‘list(n) OF
gmnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

mmnode(§n):
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%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

kmnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

grnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

mrnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

krnode(§n):
%
% next_type=map -> next_root=0
% next_type=root -> next_map=0
%

( §n‘next_type=map AND
§n‘next_root=0) OR

( §n‘next_type=root AND
§n‘next_map=0),

mdualnode(§n): TRUE,
kdualnode(§n): TRUE,
null: TRUE
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ENDCASES

%
% pagesize__consistent?
% and also the pointer consistency in checked!
%

pagesize__consistent_helper?(tree: maptree_t,n: below(tree‘max)): bool =

CASES tree‘list(n) OF
mmnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> kdualnode? OR null?
% next_map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
( kdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root))
) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

mrnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> kdualnode? OR null?
% next_map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
( kdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root))
) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

kdualnode(§n):
%
% root -> array of mrnode?
% map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘map))
) AND
FORALL (i: below(exp2(10))):
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( §n‘root(i) < tree‘max AND
krnode?(tree‘list(§n‘root(i)))

)
ELSE true
ENDCASES

pagesize__consistent?( tree: maptree_t): bool =
FORALL (n: below(tree‘max)):

CASES tree‘list(n) OF

gmnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> mdualnode?
% next_map -> null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
mdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)),

mmnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> kdualnode? OR null?
% next_map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
( kdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root))
) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

kmnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> null?
% next_map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( kmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

grnode(§n):
%
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% next_root -> null?
% next_map -> gmnode?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
gmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)),

mrnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> kdualnode? OR null?
% next_map -> mmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
( kdualnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root))
) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

krnode(§n):
%
% next_root -> null?
% next_map -> kmnode? OR null?
%

§n‘next_root < tree‘max AND
null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_root)) AND
§n‘next_map < tree‘max AND
( kmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘next_map))
),

mdualnode(§n):
%
% root -> array of mrnode?
% map -> null?
%

§n‘map < tree‘max AND
( null?(tree‘list(§n‘map))
) AND
FORALL (i: below(exp2(10))):

( §n‘root(i) < tree‘max AND
mrnode?(tree‘list(§n‘root(i)))

),

kdualnode(§n):
%
% root -> array of mrnode?
% map -> mmnode? OR null?
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%
§n‘map < tree‘max AND
( mmnode?(tree‘list(§n‘map)) OR

null?(tree‘list(§n‘map))
) AND
FORALL (i: below(exp2(10))):

( §n‘root(i) < tree‘max AND
krnode?(tree‘list(§n‘root(i)))

),
null: True

ENDCASES

%
% maptree?
%
%

maptree?( tree: maptree_t): bool =
pagesize__consistent?(tree) AND
next_type__consistent?(tree) AND
tree‘max>=1028 AND
null?(tree‘list(0)) AND
grnode?(tree‘list(1)) AND
gmnode?(tree‘list(2)) AND
mdualnode?(tree‘list(3)) AND
FORALL (i:subrange(4,1027)): mrnode?(tree‘list(i))

END consistency

H
base_semantic

: THEORY
BEGIN

IMPORTING consistency

%
% PATH_TO
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%
%

path_to (
tree : maptree_t,
m : nat,
n : nat,
recurse_step: nat)

: RECURSIVE bool =
(
IF (recurse_step>0) AND

(m < tree‘max) AND
(n < tree‘max)

THEN
IF m=n
THEN true
ELSE
CASES tree‘list(m) OF

gmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

mmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

kmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

grnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

mrnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

krnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
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) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

mdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map OR
path_to(tree,§m‘map,n,recurse_step-1)) OR
(EXISTS (i:below(exp2(10))):

path_to(tree,§m‘root(i),n,recurse_step-1)),

kdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map OR
path_to(tree,§m‘map,n,recurse_step-1)) OR
(EXISTS (i:below(exp2(10))):

path_to(tree,§m‘root(i),n,recurse_step-1)),

null: FALSE

ENDCASES
ENDIF
ELSE FALSE
ENDIF

) MEASURE recurse_step

%
% strict_path_to
%
%

strict_path_to (
tree : maptree_t,
m : nat, % start
n : nat, % end
recurse_step: nat)

: RECURSIVE bool =
(
IF (recurse_step>0) AND

(m < tree‘max) AND
(n < tree‘max)

THEN
IF m=n
THEN true
ELSE
CASES tree‘list(m) OF

gmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,
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mmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

kmnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

grnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

mrnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

krnode(§m):
(( path_to(tree,§m‘next_map,n,recurse_step-1) OR

n=§m‘next_map
) AND §m‘next_type=map) OR

(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root) ,

mdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map OR
path_to(tree,§m‘map,n,recurse_step-1)),

kdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map OR
path_to(tree,§m‘map,n,recurse_step-1)),

null: FALSE

ENDCASES
ENDIF
ELSE FALSE
ENDIF

) MEASURE recurse_step

%
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% LINK_TO
%
%

link_to (tree: maptree_t, m: nat, n: nat)
: bool =

(
IF (m < tree‘max) AND

(n < tree‘max)
THEN

CASES tree‘list(m) OF
gmnode(§m):

(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

mmnode(§m):
(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

kmnode(§m):
(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

grnode(§m):
(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

mrnode(§m):
(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

krnode(§m):
(n=§m‘next_map AND §m‘next_type=map) OR
(n=§m‘next_root AND §m‘next_type=root),

mdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map),

kdualnode(§m):
(n=§m‘map),

null: FALSE

ENDCASES
ELSE FALSE
ENDIF

)

%
% can_map_M
%
%

can_map_M( tree: (maptree?),
addr: (address?),
pgsize: pgsize_t,
puid: nat)

: bool =
(
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EXISTS (m : below(tree‘max)):
mmnode?(tree‘list(m)) AND
§(tree‘list(m))‘pgdir = puid AND
strict_path_to(

tree,
§(tree‘list(3))‘root(get_mpage(addr)),
m,
tree‘max)

) OR puid=0

%
% can_map_k
%
%

can_map_k( tree: (maptree?),
addr: (address?),
pgsize: pgsize_t,
pid: nat)

: bool =
( IF pgsize=k THEN

EXISTS (m : below(tree‘max)):
mmnode?(tree‘list(m)) AND
§(tree‘list(m))‘pgdir = pid AND
strict_path_to(

tree,
§(tree‘list(3))‘root(get_mpage(addr)),
m,
tree‘max)

OR
( EXISTS (d : below(tree‘max)):
kdualnode?(tree‘list(d))
AND
path_to(

tree,
§(tree‘list(3))‘root(get_mpage(addr)),
d,
tree‘max)

AND
path_to(

tree,
d,
m,
tree‘max)

)
ELSE false
ENDIF
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) OR pid=0

%
% can_map
%
%

can_map( tree: (maptree?),
addr: (address?),
pgsize: pgsize_t,
pid: nat)

: bool =
( pgsize=m AND can_map_M(tree,addr,pgsize,pid) )
OR
( pgsize=k AND can_map_k(tree,addr,pgsize,pid) )

END base_semantic

H
mdb_init

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING consistency

%
%
% MDB_INIT function
%

init_mdb: maptree_t =
(# max:=1028,

list:= (LAMBDA (i:below(1028)):
COND
i=0 -> null,
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i=1 -> grnode ((#
pgsize:= G,
next_map:= 2,
next_root:= 0,
next_type:= map

#)),
i=2 -> gmnode ((#

pgdir:= 0,
next_type:= root,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= 0,
next_root:= 3

#)),
i=3 -> mdualnode((#

map:= 0,
num_occupied:= 0,
num_invalid:= 0,
root:= (LAMBDA (i:below(exp2(10))): i+4)

#)),
i>3 AND i<1028 -> mrnode((#

pgsize:= m,
next_map:= 0,
next_root:= 0,
next_type:= map
#))

ENDCOND)
#)

Init_mdb_next_type_consistent: LEMMA
next_type__consistent?(init_mdb)

init_mdb_pagesize_consistent: LEMMA
pagesize__consistent?(init_mdb)

init_mdb_is_map_tree: LEMMA
maptree?(init_mdb)

END mdb_init

H
mdb_find_mnode

: THEORY

BEGIN
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IMPORTING base_semantic
IMPORTING list@the_list
IMPORTING list@the_search

%
% mdb_find_mnode
% restituisce:
% (se esiste) il nodo k che e’ legato a m tramite il ramo della
% STRICT-PATH-TO e che soddisfa i requisiti PUID, OFFSET
% (altrimenti) 0
%

next_fun
(

tree:(maptree?),
m0: below(tree‘max)

)
(

m:below(tree‘max)
)
:below(tree‘max) =

IF (m=0) THEN m0 ELSE
CASES tree‘list(m) OF

gmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

kmnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

grnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mrnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

krnode(§m): IF §m‘next_type=map THEN §m‘next_map
ELSE §m‘next_root ENDIF,

mdualnode(§m): §m‘map,

kdualnode(§m): §m‘map,

null: 0
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ENDCASES
ENDIF

invariant_next_fun : LEMMA % proved
FORALL (tree:(maptree?),n,i:below(tree‘max)) :

NOT null?(tree‘list(n)) AND (n/=0 OR i=0)
IMPLIES strict_path_to(tree,n,next_fun(tree,i)(n),tree‘max)

found?_fun(puid,offset: nat)(x: node): bool=
( gmnode?(x) OR

mmnode?(x) OR
kmnode?(x)

) AND (
§(x)‘pgdir=puid AND
§(x)‘offset=offset

)

t2l(tree:(maptree?),m0: below(tree‘max)): list[tree‘max+2,node] =
(#

len:= tree‘max,
mem:= tree‘list WITH [(tree‘max) |-> null, (tree‘max+1) |-> null],
next:=next_fun(tree,m0)

#)

mdb_find_mnode_imp(tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)):nat =
IF une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0))
THEN find_imp[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0),0)
ELSE 0
ENDIF

mdb_find_mnode_spc(tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)):nat =
IF une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0))
THEN find_spc[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0),0)
ELSE 0
ENDIF

mdb_find_mnode_wrks: FACT % proved
FORALL (tree:(maptree?),puid,offset: nat,m0: below(tree‘max)) :

une?[tree‘max+2,node,found?_fun(puid,offset)](t2l(tree,m0))
IMPLIES
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mdb_find_mnode_imp(tree,puid,offset,m0)
= mdb_find_mnode_spc(tree,puid,offset,m0)

END mdb_find_mnode

H
mdb_lookup_map: THEORY
BEGIN

IMPORTING base_semantic
IMPORTING list@the_list
IMPORTING list@the_search

found?_fun
( puid, offset: nat,

pgsize: pgsize_t)
( x: node)
: bool =

( gmnode?(x) OR
mmnode?(x) AND
(pgsize = k OR pgsize = m) AND
kmnode?(x) AND pgsize = k

) AND
(§(x)‘pgdir = puid AND §(x)‘offset = offset)

next_fun
( tree: (maptree?),

puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?))

(n: below(tree‘max))
: below(tree‘max) =

CASES tree‘list(n) OF
gmnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map

ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

mmnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map
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ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

kmnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map
ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

grnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map
ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

mrnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map
ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

krnode(§n): IF §n‘next_type = map THEN §n‘next_map
ELSE §n‘next_root ENDIF,

mdualnode(§n): §n‘root(get_mpage(paddr)),

kdualnode(§n):

IF pgsize = m THEN §n‘map
ELSIF

EXISTS (j: below(tree‘max)):
strict_path_to(

tree,
§n‘root(get_kpage(paddr)),
j,
tree‘max

) AND found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)(tree‘list(j))
THEN §n‘root(get_kpage(paddr))
ELSE §n‘map
ENDIF,

null: 0

ENDCASES

invariant_next_fun: LEMMA
FORALL
( tree: (maptree?),

puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?),
n: below(tree‘max)

):
NOT null?(tree‘list(n))

IMPLIES
path_to(

tree,
n,
next_fun(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)(n),
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tree‘max
)

t2l(
tree: (maptree?),
puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)
)

: list[tree‘max + 2, node] =
(#

len := tree‘max,
mem := tree‘list WITH [(tree‘max) |-> null, (tree‘max + 1) |-> null],
next := next_fun(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)

#)

mdb_find_mnode_imp
(

tree: (maptree?),
puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

): nat =
IF une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]

(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

THEN find_imp[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr), 0)

ELSE 0
ENDIF

mdb_find_mnode_spc
(

tree: (maptree?), puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

): nat =
IF une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]

(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

THEN find_spc[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr), 0)

ELSE 0
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ENDIF

mdb_find_mnode_wrks: FACT
FORALL
(

tree: (maptree?),
puid, offset: nat,
pgsize: pgsize_t,
paddr: (address?)

):
une?[tree‘max + 2, node, found?_fun(puid, offset, pgsize)]
(t2l(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr))

IMPLIES
mdb_find_mnode_imp(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)
= mdb_find_mnode_spc(tree, puid, offset, pgsize, paddr)

END mdb_lookup_map

H
mdb_map[MAX: nat]

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING base_semantic

mdb_map(
tree : (maptree?),
paddr : (address?),
pgsize : pgsize_t,
frompgdir: nat,
topgdir : nat,
tovaddr : (address?)

)
: (maptree?)
= tree
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insert_mmnode_after
(

tree: (maptree?),
pgdir_:nat,
k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)

) : maptree_t =

IF tree‘max+1 < MAX
THEN CASES tree‘list(k) OF

kdualnode(§k) :
tree WITH [ max := tree‘max+1,

list:=tree‘list WITH [
(tree‘max) |-> mmnode(

(# pgdir:=pgdir_,
next_type:= map,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= §k‘map,
next_root:= 0

#)),
(k) |-> kdualnode(

(#
map:=tree‘max,
root:=§k‘root,
num_occupied:=0,
num_invalid:=0

#))
]

],

mmnode(§k) :
tree WITH [ max := tree‘max+1,

list:=tree‘list WITH [
(tree‘max) |-> mmnode(

(# pgdir:=pgdir_,
next_type:= §k‘next_type,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= §k‘next_map,
next_root:= §k‘next_root

#)),
(k) |-> mmnode(

(#
pgdir:=§k‘pgdir,
next_type:= map,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= tree‘max,
next_root:= 0

#))
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]
],

mrnode(§k) :
tree WITH [ max := tree‘max+1,

list:=tree‘list WITH [
(tree‘max) |-> mmnode(

(# pgdir:=pgdir_,
next_type:= §k‘next_type,
depth:= 0,
offset:= 0,
next_map:= §k‘next_map,
next_root:= §k‘next_root

#)),
(k) |-> mrnode(

(#
pgsize:=§k‘pgsize,
next_type:= map,
next_map:= tree‘max,
next_root:= 0

#))
]

]

ELSE tree
ENDCASES
ELSE tree
ENDIF

inv_1 : LEMMA % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

next_type__consistent?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k))

inv_3 : lemma % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)

, i:below(tree‘max)) :
i/=k IMPLIES

insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k)‘list(i)=tree‘list(i)

inv_litt_1 : LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_1_1: LEMMA % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :
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tree‘max+1<MAX AND kdualnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_1_2: LEMMA % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND mmnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_1_3: LEMMA % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND mrnode?(tree‘list(k)) IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),k)

inv_litt_2_0 : LEMMA % proved
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k,n: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND k/=n IMPLIES
insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k)‘list(n) = tree‘list(n)

%(questo prova che i nodi diversi da (k) e (tree‘max) non vengono alterati
% dalla insert_mnode ... ovvero mantengono la

% loro proprieta’ di essere "pagesize__consistent_helper?")

inv_litt_2 : LEMMA
FORALL(tree: (maptree?), pgdir_:nat, k,n: subrange(1028+1,tree‘max-1)) :

tree‘max+1<MAX AND k/=n IMPLIES
pagesize__consistent_helper?(insert_mmnode_after(tree, pgdir_, k),n)

END mdb_map
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Pvs proofs

H
Proof scripts for file negative_induction.pvs:

negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction_helper_TCC1: - [O](n/a s)

("" (ASSERT))

negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction_helper_TCC2: - [O](n/a s)

("" (ASSERT))

negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction_helper_TCC3: - [O](n/a s)

("" (ASSERT))

negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction_helper_TCC4: - [O](n/a s)

("" (ASSERT))

negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction_helper: - [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP 1 T)
(ASSERT)
(INDUCT "i")
(("1" (ASSERT))
("2" (ASSERT) (SKOSIMP 1 T) (ASSERT) (INST -5 "b-jt!1-1") (ASSERT))))
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negative_induction.negative_subrange_induction: - [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP 1 T)
(ASSERT)
(USE "negative_subrange_induction_helper")
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -3)
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP 1 T)
(ASSERT)
(INST -3 "b-i!1")
(ASSERT))

H
Proof scripts for file the_list.pvs:

the_list.nth_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.nth_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

the_list.nth_TCC3: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.Nth_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.next_nth_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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the_list.next_nth_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.next_nth: [O](n/a s)

("" (SKOSIMP*) (EXPAND "nth" 1 2) (PROPAX))

the_list._search_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.list2array_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.ordered?_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (COND-DISJOINT-TCC))

the_list.ordered?_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (COND-COVERAGE-TCC))

the_list.nth_eq_i: [O](n/a s)

(""
(SKOLEM 1 ("l!1" "_"))
(INDUCT "i")
(("1" (EXPAND "nth") (PROPAX))
("2"
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "nth" 1)
(REPLACE -2 1)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "ordered?")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "jb!1")
(ASSERT))))

the_list.order_list_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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the_list.order_list_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.order_list_TCC3: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.order_list_TCC4: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.order_list_TCC5: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.ordered_list_eq_list_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_list.ordered_list_eq_list: [O](n/a s)

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "Nth" 1 2)
(ASSERT)
(USE "nth_eq_i")
(("1" (REPLACE -1 1) (EXPAND "order_list" 1) (PROPAX))
("2" (EXPAND "order_list") (ASSERT))))

the_list.ord_list1: [O](n/a s)

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "x!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "liveness_1")
(EXPAND "bijective?")
(EXPAND "surjective?")
(EXPAND "injective?")
(SMASH)
(("1"
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
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(SKOSIMP*)
(INST -1 "x!1" "y!1")
(ASSERT)
(INST 1 "y!1"))

("2"
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(SKOSIMP*)
(INST-CP -1 "x!1" "x1!1")
(INST-CP -1 "x!1" "x2!1")
(ASSERT))))

the_list.ord_list2: [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(EXPAND "liveness_2")
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(INST-CP -1 "x!1" "i!1")
(INST-CP -1 "x!1" "j!1")
(ASSERT))

the_search.uniqueness?_TCC1: [O](0.05 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.find_imp_TCC1: [O](0.05 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.find_imp_TCC2: [O](0.05 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.find_imp_TCC3: [O](0.09 s)

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

the_search.find_spc_TCC1: [O](0.06 s)

("" (GRIND))
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the_search.find_spc_TCC2: [O](0.58 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.ops_TCC1: [O](0.05 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.ops: [O](0.05 s)

("" (GRIND))

the_search.not_empty_if_found: [O](0.13 s)

("" (SKOSIMP) (ASSERT) (EXPAND "nonempty?") (GRIND))

the_search.predicate_split_TCC1: [O](0.03 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.predicate_split: [O](0.53 s)

(""
(SKOSIMP* T)
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(CASE " singleton?(LAMBDA (k: subrange(1 + i!1, l!1‘len - 1)):

found?(Nth(l!1, k)))")
(("1"
(SPLIT 2)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(EXPAND* "nonempty?" "empty?" "member")
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP* T)
(ASSERT)
(INST?))

("2" (PROPAX))
("3"
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "singleton?")
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(INST-CP -1
"the(LAMBDA (k: subrange(1 + i!1, l!1‘len - 1)): found?(Nth(l!1, k)))")
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(INST-CP -6
" the(LAMBDA (k: subrange(i!1, l!1‘len - 1)): found?(Nth(l!1, k)))")

(TYPEPRED " x!1 ")
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED " x!2 ")
(REPLACE -13 + RL)
(REPLACE -8 + RL)
(ASSERT)
(INST -7 "x!2")
(ASSERT))))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "singleton?")
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(INST 1 "x!1")
(SKOSIMP*)
(INST -4 " y!1"))))

the_search.find_works_on_empty: [O](0.56 s)

(""
(SKOLEM 1 ("l!1" "_"))
(INDUCT "i" :NAME "negative_subrange_induction[0,l!1‘len-1]")
(("1" (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))
("3"
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "empty?")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "member")
(EXPAND "find_imp" 1)
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

("4"
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP* T)
(EXPAND "empty?" -4)
(EXPAND "member")
(EXPAND "find_imp" 1)
(ASSERT)
(INST-CP -4 "j!1")
(ASSERT)
(HIDE -1 -2 1)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND* "empty?" "member")
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP* T)
(ASSERT)
(INST?))
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("5" (ASSERT))))

the_search.find_wrks2: [O](4.05 s)

(""
(SKOLEM 1 ("l!1" "_"))
(INDUCT "i" :NAME "negative_subrange_induction[0,l!1‘len-1]")
(("1" (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))
("3"
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "find_spc")
(EXPAND "find_imp")
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "une?")
(EXPAND "uniqueness?")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "l!1‘len - 1")
(ASSERT)
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(ASSERT)
(ASSERT))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*))))

("4"
(SKOSIMP* T)
(EXPAND "find_imp" 1)
(SMASH)
(("1"

(EXPAND "find_spc" 1)
(LEMMA "not_empty_if_found")
(INST -1 "l!1" "j!1")
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "une?")
(EXPAND "uniqueness?")
(INST -1 "j!1")
(ASSERT)
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(EXPAND "nonempty?")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "singleton?")
(SKOSIMP)
(INST-CP -1 "j!1")
(INST -1
"the(LAMBDA (k: subrange(j!1, l!1‘len - 1)): found?(Nth(l!1, k)))")

(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT))

("2"
(EXPAND "find_spc" 2)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "predicate_split")
(ASSERT)
(CASE "(nonempty?(LAMBDA (k: subrange(j!1, l!1‘len - 1)):

found?(Nth(l!1, k)))
AND
singleton?(LAMBDA (k: subrange(j!1, l!1‘len - 1)):

found?(Nth(l!1, k))))")
(("1"
(SMASH)
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1" (SKOLEM-TYPEPRED) (SKOLEM-TYPEPRED) (REPLACE*))
("2" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL))
("3" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL))
("4" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL))))

("2"
(HIDE -1)
(LIFT-IF)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "une?")
(EXPAND "uniqueness?")
(INST -1 "j!1")
(EXPAND "nonempty?")
(SMASH)
(LEMMA "find_works_on_empty")
(INST -1 "l!1" "j!1")
(EXPAND "find_imp" -1)
(PROPAX))))))

("5" (ASSERT))))
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the_search.find_wrks_TCC1: [O](0.17 s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_search.find_wrks: [O](0.17 s)

(""
(LEMMA "find_wrks2")
(SKOSIMP*)
(INST -1 "l!1" "0")
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "une?")
(FLATTEN)
(GRIND))

the_search.find_wrks3: [O](0.20 s)

("" (SKOSIMP*) (USE "find_wrks") (GRIND))

the_insert.insert_after_spec_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.insert_after_spec_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.insert_after_spec_TCC3: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.insert_after_spec_TCC4: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.length_insert: [O](n/a s)

("" (SKOSIMP*) (EXPAND "insert_after_spec") (ASSERT))

the_insert.length_insert2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SKOSIMP*) (EXPAND "insert_after_spec") (ASSERT) (GRIND))
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the_insert.preserve_lowlist_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.preserve_lowlist: [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOLEM * ("x!1" "l!1" "i!1" "_"))
(ASSERT)
(INDUCT "j")
(("1" (ASSERT) (EXPAND "nth") (PROPAX))
("2"
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "nth" 1)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 1 1)
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(REPLACE -3 1)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(INST -1 "l!1" "jb!1")
(REPLACE -1 1)
(ASSERT))

("3" (SKOSIMP*) (HIDE 2) (LEMMA "length_insert") (INST?) (ASSERT))))

the_insert.preserve_midlist_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.preserve_midlist: [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "preserve_lowlist")
(INST -1 "x!1" "l!1" "i!1" "i!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "nth" 1)
(REPLACE -1 1)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 1)
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(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "l!1" "i!1")
(REPLACE -1 1)
(ASSERT))

the_insert.preserve_midlist2_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.preserve_midlist2_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.preserve_midlist2: [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "preserve_midlist")
(INST? -1)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "nth" 1)
(REPLACE -1 1)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 1)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(INST -1 "l!1" "i!1")
(REPLACE -1 1)
(PROPAX))

the_insert.upfrom_wellfonded: [O](n/a s)

(""
(INDUCT "k")
(("1" (USE "wf_nat"))
("2"
(SKOSIMP* T)
(EXPAND "well_founded?")
(SKOSIMP* T)
(INST -3 "p!1 WITH [ j!1 |-> FALSE ]")
(("1"

(SMASH)
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(("1" (SKOSIMP* T) (SMASH) (INST 1 "y!2") (SKOSIMP* T) (INST -7 "x!1"))
("2" (INST 1 "y!1") (ASSERT))))

("2" (SKOSIMP* T) (SMASH))))))

the_insert.preserve_hilist_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

the_insert.preserve_hilist: [O](n/a s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOLEM 1 ("x!1" "l!1" "i!1" "_"))
(ASSERT)
(INDUCT "j" :NAME "wf_induction[upfrom(i!1+2),<]")
(("1" (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))
("3"
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(CASE "x!2 = 2 + i!1")
(("1"

(HIDE -2)
(LEMMA "preserve_midlist2")
(INST -1 "x!1" "l!1" "i!1")
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -2 -1 RL)
(REPLACE -1 1)
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(INST -1 "l!1" "1+i!1")
(ASSERT))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "nth" 2 1)
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 " x!2 - 1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "restrict")
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -1 2)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 2)
(TYPEPRED "l!1")
(EXPAND "ordered?")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "x!2 - 2")
(ASSERT))))

("4"
(SKOSIMP*)
(HIDE 2)
(LEMMA "length_insert")
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(INST -1 "x!1" "l!1" "i!1")
(ASSERT))

("5"
(HIDE 2)
(LEMMA "upfrom_wellfonded")
(EXPAND "restrict")
(INST -1 "i!1 + 2")
(GRIND))))

the_insert.insert_wrks: [O](0.54 s)

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "member")
(SMASH)
(CASE "j!1<=i!1")
(("1"
(LEMMA "preserve_lowlist")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "x!1" "l!1" "i!1" "j!1")
(ASSERT)
(INST 1 "j!1")
(("1"

(EXPAND "Nth")
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -1 1)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec")
(PROPAX))

("2" (LEMMA "length_insert") (INST?) (ASSERT))))
("2"
(LEMMA "preserve_hilist")
(ASSERT)
(INST?)
(ASSERT)
(LEMMA "nth_eq_i")
(INST -1 "l!1" "j!1")
(EXPAND "Nth" 2)
(REPLACE -1 2)
(ASSERT)
(INST -2 "j!1+1")
(INST 2 "j!1 + 1")
(("1" (REPLACE -2 2) (EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 2) (PROPAX))
("2" (LEMMA "length_insert") (INST?) (ASSERT))))))

the_insert.insert_wrks2: [O](n/a s)

(""
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(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "member")
(SMASH)
(INST 1 "i!1+1")
(("1"
(EXPAND "Nth")
(LEMMA "preserve_midlist")
(INST?)
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -1 1)
(EXPAND "insert_after_spec" 1)
(PROPAX))

("2" (LEMMA "length_insert") (INST?) (ASSERT))))

H
Proof scripts for file types.pvs:

types.dualnode_t_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

(""
(EXISTENCE-TCC)
(INST 1
"(# map:= 1, num_invalid:=1, num_occupied:=1, root:=lambda(i:below(1024)):1 #)")
(("1" (GRIND)) ("2" (GRIND))))

H
Proof scripts for file base_semantic.pvs:

base_semantic.path_to_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC2:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))
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base_semantic.path_to_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC4:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC5:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC6:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC7:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC8:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC9:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC10:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC11:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC12:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))
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base_semantic.path_to_TCC13:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC14:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC15:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC16:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC17:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC18:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC19:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC20:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC21:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC22:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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base_semantic.path_to_TCC23:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC24:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC25:

("" (TERMINATION-TCC))

base_semantic.path_to_TCC26:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC2:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC4:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC5:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC6:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC7:
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("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC8:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC9:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC10:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC11:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC12:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC13:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC14:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC15:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.strict_path_to_TCC16:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_M_TCC1:
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("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_M_TCC2:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_M_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_M_TCC4:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_k_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_k_TCC2:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_k_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

base_semantic.can_map_k_TCC4:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

H
Proof scripts for file bittools.pvs:

bittools.exp2_1024: [O](n/a s)

("" (GRIND))
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H
Proof scripts for file consistency.pvs:

consistency.maptree?_TCC1: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

consistency.maptree?_TCC2: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

consistency.maptree?_TCC3: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

consistency.maptree?_TCC4: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

consistency.maptree?_TCC5: [O](n/a s)

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

H
Proof scripts for file mdb_init.pvs:

mdb_init.init_mdb_TCC1: - [O](0.07 s)

("" (COND-DISJOINT-TCC))

mdb_init.init_mdb_TCC2: - [O](0.12 s)
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("" (COND-COVERAGE-TCC))

mdb_init.init_mdb_TCC3: - [O](0.04 s)

("" (COND-DISJOINT-TCC))

mdb_init.Init_mdb_next_type_consistent: [O](n/a s)

(""
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(ASSERT))

mdb_init.init_mdb_pagesize_consistent: [O](n/a s)

(""
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(ASSERT)
(BDDSIMP)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))

mdb_init.init_mdb_is_map_tree: - [O](2.02 s)

(""
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1" (SKOLEM-TYPEPRED) (LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T) (ASSERT))
("2"
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(ASSERT)
(BDDSIMP)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))))
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H
Proof scripts for file mdb_find_mnode.pvs:

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC1

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC2

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC3

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC4

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
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(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC5

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC6

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC7

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))
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mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC8

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC9

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC10

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC11

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
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(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC12

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC13

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC14

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "m!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_find_mnode.next_fun_TCC15

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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mdb_find_mnode.invariant_next_fun

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "strict_path_to")
(EXPAND "next_fun")
(CASE "i!1=0")
(("1" (SMASH)) ("2" (SMASH))))

mdb_find_mnode.found?_fun_TCC1

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.t2l_TCC1

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.t2l_TCC2

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.t2l_TCC3

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.mdb_find_mnode_imp_TCC1

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.mdb_find_mnode_imp_TCC2

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_find_mnode.mdb_find_mnode_wrks

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND* "mdb_find_mnode_spc" "mdb_find_mnode_imp")
(ASSERT)
(USE "find_wrks[2 + tree!1‘max, node, found?_fun(puid!1, offset!1)]"))
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H
Proof scripts for file mdb_lookup_map.pvs:

mdb_lookup_map.found?_fun_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC1:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC2:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC3:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
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(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC4:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC5:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC6:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
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(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC7:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC8:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC9:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC10:
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(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC11:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC12:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC13:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC14:

(""
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(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8)
(FLATTEN)
(INST -3 "get_mpage(paddr!1)")
(("1" (ASSERT) (FLATTEN) (ASSERT) (HIDE -1 -2 -4) (GRIND))
("2" (ASSERT) (TYPEPRED "paddr!1") (EXPAND "address?") (PROPAX))))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC15:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC16:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC17:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC18:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
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(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8)
(FLATTEN)
(INST -3 "get_kpage(paddr!1)")
(("1" (ASSERT) (FLATTEN) (ASSERT) (GRIND))
("2" (ASSERT) (TYPEPRED "paddr!1") (EXPAND "address?") (PROPAX))))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC19:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(FLATTEN)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(GRIND))

mdb_lookup_map.next_fun_TCC20:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.invariant_next_fun:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "path_to")
(CASE "mdualnode?(tree!1‘list(n!1)) OR kdualnode?(tree!1‘list(n!1))")
(("1"
(ASSERT)
(CASE "mdualnode?(tree!1‘list(n!1))")
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "next_fun")
(ASSERT)
(CASE "n!1 /= root(§(list(tree!1)(n!1)))(get_mpage(paddr!1))")
(("1"
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(HIDE 1 2 3 4)
(INST 1 "get_mpage(paddr!1)")
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(("1"
(EXPAND "path_to")
(ASSERT)
(CASE "max(tree!1) - 1 > 0")
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(CASE "(§(tree!1‘list(n!1))‘root(get_mpage(paddr!1)) < tree!1‘max)")
(("1" (ASSERT))
("2"
(HIDE 2)
(COMMENT "il solito TCC")
";;;il solito TCC"
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(INST -3 "get_mpage(paddr!1)")
(("1" (ASSERT))
("2"
(HIDE 2)
(COMMENT "il solito TCC")
";;;il solito TCC"
(TYPEPRED "paddr!1")
(EXPAND "address?")
(ASSERT))))))

("2"
(HIDE 2)
(COMMENT "max(tree!1) > 1024")
";;;max(tree!1) > 1024"
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(ASSERT))))

("2" (TYPEPRED "paddr!1") (EXPAND "address?") (ASSERT))))
("2" (ASSERT))
("3"
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 2 3)
(TYPEPRED "paddr!1")
(EXPAND "address?")
(PROPAX))))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(COMMENT "caso + difficile")
";;;caso + difficile"
(CASE "n!1 /= next_fun(tree!1, puid!1, offset!1, pgsize!1, paddr!1)(n!1)")
(("1"
(ASSERT)
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(FLATTEN)
(HIDE 1 2 3 5)
(COMMENT "1- si dimostra per pgsize=m, neglia altri casi vale la 2")
";;;1- si dimostra per pgsize=m, neglia altri casi vale la 2"
(CASE "pgsize!1=m")
(("1" (HIDE 2) (EXPAND "next_fun") (ASSERT))
("2"
(EXPAND "next_fun" 3)
(LIFT-IF)
(ASSERT)
(SPLIT 3)
(("1"

(SKOSIMP*)
(HIDE 3)
(INST 1 "get_kpage(paddr!1)")
(("1"
(EXPAND "path_to")
(CASE "(§(tree!1‘list(n!1))‘root(get_kpage(paddr!1)) < tree!1‘max)")
(("1" (ASSERT))
("2"
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(INST -3 "get_kpage(paddr!1)")
(("1" (ASSERT))
("2" (TYPEPRED "paddr!1") (EXPAND "address?") (ASSERT))))

("3"
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 2 3)
(TYPEPRED "paddr!1")
(EXPAND "address?")
(PROPAX))))

("2" (TYPEPRED "paddr!1") (EXPAND "address?") (ASSERT))))
("2" (SKOSIMP*) (HIDE 2 3) (EXPAND "next_fun") (ASSERT) (SMASH))))))

("2" (PROP))))))
("2" (ASSERT) (EXPAND "path_to") (GRIND))))

mdb_lookup_map.t2l_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.t2l_TCC2:
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("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.t2l_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.mdb_find_mnode_imp_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.mdb_find_mnode_imp_TCC2:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_lookup_map.mdb_find_mnode_wrks:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND* "mdb_find_mnode_spc" "mdb_find_mnode_imp")
(ASSERT)
(USE "find_wrks[2 + tree!1‘max, node,found?_fun(puid!1, offset!1, pgsize!1)]"))

H
Proof scripts for file mdb_map.pvs:

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC2:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC3:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC4:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC5:

("" (SKOSIMP*) (GRIND))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC6:

("" (SKOSIMP*) (TYPEPRED "tree!1") (EXPAND "maptree?") (SMASH))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC7:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC8:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC9:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC10:

("" (CASES-TCC))

mdb_map.insert_mmnode_after_TCC11:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.inv_1:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(HIDE -1 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7)
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(EXPAND "next_type__consistent?")
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(LIFT-IF)
(CASE "1 + tree!1‘max < MAX")
(("1"
(ASSERT)
(GROUND)
(("1"

(CASE "n!1/=tree!1‘max AND n!1/=k!1")
(("1"
(INST -4 "n!1")
(("1" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (BDDSIMP) (ASSERT))
("2"
(HIDE 2)
(TYPEPRED "n!1")
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT))))

("2" (SPLIT) (("1" (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))))))
("2"
(CASE "n!1/=tree!1‘max AND n!1/=k!1")
(("1"
(INST -4 "n!1")
(("1" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (BDDSIMP) (ASSERT))
("2"
(HIDE 2 3)
(TYPEPRED "n!1")
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT))))

("2"
(SPLIT)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))))

("2" (ASSERT))))))
("3"
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(CASE "n!1/=tree!1‘max AND n!1/=k!1")
(("1"
(INST -4 "n!1")
(("1" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (BDDSIMP) (ASSERT))
("2"
(HIDE 2 3 4)
(TYPEPRED "n!1")
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT))))

("2"
(SPLIT)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1"

(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))))

("2" (ASSERT))))))
("4"
(INST -2 "n!1")
(HIDE 2 3)
(TYPEPRED "n!1")
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(PROPAX))))

("2"
(ASSERT)
(INST -1 "n!1")
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 3)
(TYPEPRED "n!1")
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(PROPAX))))

mdb_map.inv_3_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))
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mdb_map.inv_3:

(""
(ASSERT)
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT)
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(ASSERT))

mdb_map.inv_litt_1_TCC1:

("" (SUBTYPE-TCC))

mdb_map.inv_litt_1:

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent_helper?")
(BASH)
(SMASH)
(("1"
(CASE "mmnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(REPLACE -1 -2)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1 1)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1)
(PROPAX))

("2" (HIDE 2 3) (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("2"
(CASE "mmnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(REPLACE -1 -2)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
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(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1)
(GRIND))

("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("3"
(CASE "mmnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(HIDE 1)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(REPLACE -1 -2)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN))

("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("4"
(CASE "mmnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(REPLACE -1 -2)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1)
(ASSERT))

("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("5"
(CASE "kdualnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 1 2)
(SPLIT 1)
(("1" (INST -5 "i!1") (ASSERT) (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (ASSERT))
("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (ASSERT) (GRIND))))
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("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("6"
(CASE "kdualnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 1 2)
(HIDE 2)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(PROPAX))

("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("7"
(CASE "kdualnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(HIDE 1 2)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT))

("2" (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))))
("8"
(CASE "mrnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1"

(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(POSTPONE))

("2" (POSTPONE))))
("9" (POSTPONE)) ("10" (POSTPONE)) ("11" (POSTPONE))))

mdb_map.inv_litt_1_1:

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
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(FLATTEN)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent_helper?")
(BASH)
(SMASH)
(("1"
(CASE "mmnode?(tree!1‘list(k!1))")
(("1" (EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?") (BASH))
("2" (HIDE 2 3) (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (PROPAX))))

("2" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("3" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("4" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("5"
(AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T)
(ASSERT)
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(SKOLEM-TYPEPRED)
(LIFT-IF :UPDATES? T)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(BDDSIMP)
(("1"

(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))

("2" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN) (REPLACE*) (ASSERT))
("3" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN))
("4" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN) (ASSERT))
("5"
(INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL)
(FLATTEN)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE*)
(ASSERT))

("6" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN) (REPLACE*) (ASSERT))
("7" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN))
("8" (INST? :IF-MATCH T :POLARITY? NIL) (FLATTEN) (ASSERT))))

("6" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("7" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("8" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("9" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("10" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("11" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))))

mdb_map.inv_litt_1_2:
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(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent_helper?")
(BASH)
(SMASH)
(("1"
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent?")
(BASH)
(LEMMA "node_disjoint")
(INST -1 "tree!1‘list(k!1)")
(ASSERT)
(FLATTEN)
(ASSERT)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1 1)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after" 1)
(PROPAX))

("2" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("3"
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(HIDE 1)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN))

("4" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("5" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("6" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("7" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("8" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("9" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("10" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("11" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))))

mdb_map.inv_litt_1_3:

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(FLATTEN)
(HIDE -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent_helper?")
(BASH)
(SMASH)
(("1" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("2" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("3" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
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("4" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("5" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("6" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("7" (AUTO-REWRITE-DEFS :ALWAYS? T) (ASSERT))
("8"
(HIDE 2)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT)
(COMMENT "ovvio")
";;;ovvio"
(LIFT-IF +)
(ASSERT)
(CASE "§(mrnode((# pgsize := §(tree!1‘list(k!1))‘pgsize,

next_type := map,
next_map := tree!1‘max,
next_root := 0 #)))‘next_map = tree!1‘max")

(("1" (REPLACE -1) (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))))
("9"
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(COMMENT "ovvio")
";;;ovvio"
(CASE "§(mrnode((# pgsize := §(tree!1‘list(k!1))‘pgsize,

next_type := map,
next_map := tree!1‘max,
next_root := 0 #)))‘next_map = tree!1‘max")

(("1" (REPLACE -1) (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))))
("10"
(HIDE 1)
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT)
(COMMENT "ovvio")
";;;ovvio"
(CASE "§(mrnode((# pgsize := §(tree!1‘list(k!1))‘pgsize,

next_type := map,
next_map := tree!1‘max,
next_root := 0 #)))‘next_root = 0")

(("1"
(REPLACE -1)
(ASSERT)
(TYPEPRED "tree!1")
(EXPAND "maptree?")
(PROPAX))

("2" (ASSERT))))
("11"
(EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after")
(ASSERT)
(COMMENT "ovvio")
";;;ovvio"
(CASE "§(mrnode((# pgsize := §(tree!1‘list(k!1))‘pgsize,

next_type := map,
next_map := tree!1‘max,
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next_root := 0 #)))‘next_root = 0")
(("1" (REPLACE -1) (ASSERT)) ("2" (ASSERT))))))

mdb_map.inv_litt_2_0:

("" (SKOSIMP*) (EXPAND "insert_mmnode_after") (GRIND))

mdb_map.inv_litt_2:

(""
(SKOSIMP*)
(EXPAND "pagesize__consistent_helper?")
(USE "inv_litt_2_0")
(ASSERT)
(REPLACE -1)
(POSTPONE))
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